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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. THE AIM OF THIS THESIS AND ABSTRACTS OF THE RESULTS

Experimental data in high energy physics and theoretical

understanding have improved so much lately that detailed

comparison of the results is possible (for example scaling

in high energy hadron-hadron collisions, the search for the

decay of the proton). Refinement of the theoretical pre-

dictions, testing the now standing theories (the standard

model [1], the unifying theories like SU(5) [2], the theory

for the strong interactions SU(3) [3]) is called for, in

order to test the validity of these theories.

The renormalization group plays a crucial role in testing

field theories with respect to experiments. Let there be

given a specific theory with a number N of free parameters.

Imagine an experiment done at a given length- and energy-

scale yielding N independent data fixing these parameters.

Then the renormalization group equations tell us what the

outcome will be if the same experiment will be done at

another energy scale. If the coupling constants are not too

large a perturbative approach can be very accurate. The

present theory of the strong interactions, Quantum-Chromo-

Dynamics [3], has this pleasant property, due to what is

known in the literature as "asymptotic freedom" [4], This is

a phenomenon, inherent to non-abelian gauge theories: a

coupling constant decreases when the energy scale increases.

So, if the energy in an experiment becomes very high, the

effective coupling will tend to zero. The standard model [1]

predicts small coupling constants at a large energy range

within reach of present day accelerators.

The aim of this thesis is to provide a generally applica-



ble method to compute all first order corrections to the

renormalization group equations. This requires the compu-

tation of the first perturbative corrections to the

renormalization group (3-functions. These corrections are de-

scribed by Feynman diagrams with two loops. In many special

cases such calculations have been done before (even three-

loop corrections), but not in the general case.

Now the lowest order (one-loop) B-coefficient can easily

be expressed in terms of a simple algebraic algorithm. Ail

B-functions for any theory, follow from the same formula. We

think it is useful to have the corresponding two-loop

algebra for any renormalizable four-dimensional quantum

field theory.

Besides, as two-loop calculations always seem hard to do,

we searched for the quickest way to do them. As at the one-

loop level, the so-called background-field method [5] turned

out to be extremely efficient [6]. We employed this method

too. For the renormalization of the self-interaction of a

scalar field, it indeed gave a major simplification with

respect to a more conventional scheme resulting in a reduced

calculation time (chapter I). For the Yukawa sector however,

we had to abandon this procedure because it became too

cumbersome, as will be explained in chapter II.

It is well known in literature [7] that the B-coefficients,

for a theory with more than one coupling constant, will be

regularization scheme dependent, already at the two-loop

level (not at the one-loop level). This dependence is caused

by an ambiguity in defining the free parameters in the

original lagrangian. Now this does not imply that the B-

coefficients for any theory are completely random, depending

on which regularization scheme one uses. There are equations

which connect the coefficients and, once the rules of the

regularization scheme are completely specified, these coef-

ficients are completely fixed. Given two valid regular-

ization schemes it must be possible to transform the B-coef-

ficient into each other by a finite transformation of the

renormalized coupling constants in the original theory. We

used two different regularization schemes, namely di-



mensional regularization by minimal subtraction [8] and di-

mensional reduction [9], enabling to check our results. Our

disconcerting find that they were incompatible could be ex-

plained by observing that one of the regularization schemes

(the latter) violates the fundamental requirement of

unitarity (chapter III). As a consequence this scheme would

have been to discarded completely, were it not that in

supersymmetric field theories [10] the offensive terms

cancel and unitarity is restored. In addition, in contrast

with the first scheme, also supersymmetry is respected. Thus,

in supersymmetric theories, and only there, the results of

the reduction scheme should be applied, important as it is

to preserve the supersymmetric nature of the theory, when it

is considered at the precision of the two-loop level.

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP IN QUANTUM

FIELD THEORY

To understand the spectrum of particles and their inter-

actions in quantum field theories there are several ap-

proaches. One is the so-called non-perturbative approach,

important when the coupling constant(s) in the theory are

not expected to be low; the second approach is the use of

perturbation theory. In this thesis we will restrict our-

selves to the latter. We confine ourselves to Feynman

diagrams with up to two loops in a general quantum field

theory.

A further restriction we make is that the theory is

renormalizable. A renormalizable theory is a theory which

must satisfy certain conditions. First of all the number of

coupling constants and masses should be finite. Secondly

there should be a clear cut prescription to give predictions

up to all orders when one computes Feynman diagrams, the

corresponding amplitudes may contain infinite (or rather

ill-defined) integrals. Following one of several possible



cut-off procedures, the integrals are made finite. The

large, cut-off dependent parts of the integrals are sub-

sequently cancelled by carefully adjusted, cut-off dependent,

counterterms in the definitions of the physical parameters.

Eventually one can consider the amplitudes in the limit that

the cut-off disappears. In practice this prescription

corresponds to the following: add for each divergent diagram

(specified by the number of outgoing particles and their

spins) an "infinite" counterterm to the original lagrangian,

such that the sum of the diagrams and counterterm give

finite physical amplitudes. As long as the theory is

renormalizable as defined above, this procedure can be

followed for diagrams with any finite number of loops.

Coupling constants are at first sight dimensionless. Scale

invariance is an important approximate symmetry of

renormalizable theories. But since the cut-off procedure

violates scale invariance the resulting renormalized ampli-

tudes turn out not to be scale invariant even if all mass

parameters were put equal to zero. This was first realized

by Gell-Man and Low [11], and turned out to a consequence of

the observations by Peterman and Stückelberg [12] who

introduced the so-called renormalization group. Only the

subgroup of dilatations is of practical importance and when i -

presently the word "renormalization group" is used, it ^

really means the dilatation group.

Callan and Symanzik [13] explain how the breakdown of

scale invariance can be described in terms of the coef-

ficients of the counter lagrangian, and cast the

renormalization group equations in their modern form.

As mentioned, in our work we confine ourselves to two

closely related cut-off procedures only, both related to the

observation that perturbative field theories can be defined

in any number n of space-time dimensions even if n is non-

integer. All integrals then show a precisely defined

behaviour in the form C. .1 •= 1 , when one takes n = 4 - £.

The terms C.. then determine the deviation from scaling. The

power j depends on the order considered (in other sub-

traction schemes one typically would get C. . (lnA)-3 where A



is some cut-off in momentum space).

The first scheme introduced by Bollini and Ciambiagi,

Ashmore, and 't Hooft and Veltman [8] uses n ^ 4 dimensions

everywhere (including the vector ilgebra of photon and Dirac

algebra of fermions) and will be referred to as minimal sub-

traction. Only the poles, not any additional finite parts„

must be included in the counter lagrangian.

After the discovery that theories exist with a new

symmetry, the so-called supersymmetric theories, it soon

became apparent that another prescription involving the

vector and Dirac algebra was needed. Siegel [9] was the

first to propose the following prescription. Perform the

Lorentz and Dirac algebra in four dimensions and then

integrate over 4 - £ dimensions. The method is called di-

mensional regularization by dimensional reduction.

3. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP

The renormalization group equations have been derived in

several ways. For example see [14,15,16], Therefore we will,

with a short explanation, only quote the results, using the

dimensional regularization scheme.

Starting with a lagrangian £• we have to add counterterms

AX, proportional to poles in C, such that all Green

functions become finite

(3.1)

As the theory is formally no longer in 4 dimensions the

original dimensionless coupling constants (such as the

gauge, Yukawa, and the scalar self-interaction coupling

constants) are no longer dimensionless. They have the di-

mension of v (or v > depending on the type of coupling).

Here u is an arbitrary mass parameter. In a simple case the

equation looks as follows
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(3.2)

Here r stands for any finite Green function (d stands for

the number and type of external fields)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

»(X> =

a(m,X) =

V» =

3

3

~ T

j
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where A stands for the bare coupling constant, Z and Z

for the renormalization of the mass, resp. field. For di-

mensionless coupling constants g(X) is proportional to the

single pole in € in A£ at any order, if the field renor-

malizations have been carried out [15]. For a(m,A) matters

are not so straightforward (this will be discussed in

chapter II, appendix B ) . y(X) is unphysical and will be

ignored in the sequel.

Consider now a scale transformation for a Green function

with given d.

e u = ii(t) (3.6)

According to (3.2) it transforms in a simple way if

3A, (t)

3m. (t)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The solution to these flow equations can be given, but only

in an implicit and hence untransparent way. We will come to

that in the next section.



4. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS

In this section we will give the two cases where the

renormalization group equations have had the most success.

1. Perturbative Quantum-Chromo-Dynamias.

Although the coupling constants are large at low energy

scales, this coupling constant tends to zero at higher

energies due to so-called "asymptotic freedom". If the

first term on the right hand side of eq. (3.7) is negative,

-8. say, this equation has as solution at high energy scales

that behaves like:

X(t) (4.1)

This logarithmic scaling effect has really been observed in

for example hadron-hadron collisions (deep inelastic

scattering). As one goes to ev=n more higher energies the

second term on the right hand side of (3.7) will give devi-

ations from the observed logarithmic scaling.

2. Unifying theories of the basic interactions.

The three basic interactions (besides gravity, but that is

a non-renormalizable theory, and lies beyond the scope of

this thesis) are electromagnetism (Q.E.D.), the weak

interactions and the strong interactions (Q.C.D.). The first

two were "unified" in the standard model [1] but such a

unification does not explain, for example, the value of the

Weinberg angle. Besides it did not include Q.C.D. Many

attempts have been made to include all three interactions,

from which Georgi and Glashow theory [2] is the most ele-

gant one. All these theories tend to predict a finite life-

time of the proton so low, that, with the equipment now

used, its decay already should have been detected (also the

prediction of the Weinberg angle comes out slightly too high).

It could be that two-loop contributions to the renor-

malization group equations, with which the estimations have

been made, enhance the prediction of the protons lifetime.

Such calculations are beyond the scope of this work.
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CHAPTER I

THE TWO-LOOP RENORMALIZATION OF THE GAUGE
COUPLING AND THE SCALAR POTENTIAL FOR AN ARBITRARY

RENORMALIZABLE FIELD THEORY

For any renormalizable field theory in four dimensions we

obtain the two-loop counterterms for the gauge coupling and

the scalar potential, using the background-field method. The

calculation was performed in two different subtraction

schemes: one is the usual minimal subtraction scheme, the

other is the so-called dimensional reduction scheme. We show

that already at the two-loop level differences occur for the

scalar coupling-constants. Only dimensional reduction pre-

serves supersymmetry up to this level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1963 DeWitt [1] introduced the background-field method.

His aim was to develop a scheme to quantize fields (in his

case gravity) in such a way that all symmetries of the

oriqinal lagrangian were maintained. It was not until ten

years later that 't Hooft [2] used this method to determine

the one-loop counter lagrangian for a theory including

scalar, fermion and vector fields. Indeed, gauge invariance,

necessary for renormalizability [3], was completely pre-

served. Using this gauge invariance, the complete one-loop

counter lagrangian for an arbitrary renormalizable field

theory could be compressed to a small number of terms [4].

(Due tc a copying error the S and P terms in eqs. (3) and

(4) of ref. [4] were interchanged.)

Although the method of refs. [1] and [2] is only valid up

to one loop, 't Hooft [5] showed that an extension to

higher-loop processes is straightforward. (The argument that

no "basket diagrams" occur in his background gauge is

incorrect however. See subsect. 2.1.) The aim of this

chapter is now to determine the renormalization of the gauge

coupling and the scalar potential up to two loops, using

this method. Using a functional approach we reformulate the I '

proof of ref. [5] in subsect. 2.1. We also argue why it is

possible to use the so-called background gauge fixing term.

(This is the only obvious choice that enables us to maintain

the full gauge covariance, as will be explained in sect. 4.)

This chapter is arranged as follows. Our aim is to

determine the full two-loop counter lagrangian for an

arbitrary renormalizable field theory. Subsect. 2.2 gives

this counter lagrangian in terms of the background field,

using a minor restriction (eq. (2.40)), which in our case

can always be imposed. Until the discovery of super-

symmetries [6] the so-called minimal subtraction f

scheme [7] was the most popular way to regularize a field

theory, especially when this theory contained vector fields,

because this scheme preserves gauge invariance, necessary

for renormalizability [3]. It soon became clear, however, that
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normal minimal subtraction could not preserve super-

symmetry [8]. A slightly altered scheme, however, was pro-

posed by Siegel [9], the so-called reqularization by di-

mensional reduction. (Although the consistency of this method

has not been settled yet [10].) In sect. 3 we describe a

way to use formulas derived in subsect. 2.2 for both regu-

larization schemes. In subsect. 4.1. we define our

lagrangian and check that the restrictions we imposed in

subsect. 2.2 are indeed satisfied. In subsect. 4.2 we

determine the full two-loop p-function of the gauge coupling.

This, of course, as a mere check on our formulas in subsect.

2.2. The last item in this section, the original aim of this

chapter, is the evaluation of the complete two-loop renormali-

zation of the scalar potential. A few examples are given in

sect. 5 and make it clear that the two-loop p-functions of

theories with more than one coupling constant can be regu-

larization dependent [11].

Sect. 6 is devoted to conclusions and discussions.

Appendix A proves no basket diagrams actually occur. In

appendix B the Feynman rules for subsect. 2.2 are given, in

appendix C.I and C.2 the relevant vertices for the

renormalization of the gauge coupling and in appendix C.I

and C.3 those for the scalar potential. In appendix D we ex-

plain a symbolic notation, used in sect. 4r in order to make

this section readable. Finally, in appendix E we give some

identities used, coming from gauge invariance, in order to

reduce the number of terms as much as possible.

2. THE BACKGROUND-FIELD METHOD AND TWO-LOOP CALCULATIONS

2.1. The background-field method

The background-field method [1] is most easily formulated

in the functional approach [12]. After splitting up the

fields in their classical and quantum part and coupling only
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the quantum fields to a source, we get for the generating

functional for the connected Green functions:

= N | D*^ exp i[s(*qu + *cl) + J J^d 4x] . (2.1)

3y changing the variable of integration we can write:

fiwfj,^1)) = N | Dx expi[s(x) +| j(X-*
Cl)d4x] , (2.2)

or

~" = W(J) - f J^a^K , (2.3)

where W(J) now is the conventional generating functional ] \
cl[13]. Ey imposing that J is a function of <j> , in such a way

that (That this is always possible, is proved in [5] on the

perturbation level.):

d<J> ^

c land differentiating with respect to <!> , we get

I-I d,y J U (v) U (y) J ; (2.5)

or

= f ddy ̂ M > SS
J q 3<j»cl(x) 3J

(2.6J

clAs this equation holds for each x (x) we obtain

Formula (2.3) with condition (2.4) becomes

l , (2.8)
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which becomes by virtue of (2.7)

(2.9)

cl cl

So W(J(<|> ),<(.' ) will reproduce exactly the same one-

particle-irreducible (1PI) Green functions as in the con-

ventional scheme.

There is one slight complication in the case of gauge

theories. As we will see in sect. 4, it is of utmost con-

venience to break the craucre invariance with the so-called

qu qu <S^ cl

cl

qu

Fig.

)

I . A

qu y

"basket

q u

diagram".

c l

c l

"Background-field gauge fixing term" [14],A feature of this

gauge fixing term is that it is not a function of the \

quantum and classical parts of the fields. Apparently I

formulas (2.2) to (2.3) do not hold anymore, but again gauge

invariance saves the day. It has been proved [8] that S-

matrix elements are independent of the gauge fixing terms

one uses. Although the proof of this way was only valid for

the case that background fields are space-time independent,

it easily generalizes to space-time dependent background

fields, including space-time dependent gauge fixing terms

such as the background gauge.

Now eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are no longer valid in this form

and therefore imposing (2.4) no longer guarantees that so-

called basket diagrams (see fig. 1) cancel out.

After detailed analysis we observed that cancellations of

these diagrams still occur to a large extent. For one thing,

they cannot contribute to physical poles in the amplitudes

in spite of the internal propagators. These poles cancel.
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Each one-loop bubble of the basket diagram has single poles

in n - 4 which we computed and in our case we found that they

•• ancel out completely (see appendix A ) . Consequently we

could ignore "basket diagrams" in the subsequent sections.

2.2. Two-loop calculations

(a) Preliminaries. VJe start with a renormalizable field

theory with real Bose fields (it will be shown in sect. 4

that this is no real restriction, for the cases we consider).

The lagrangian, after splitting up the fields into their

classical and quantum parts (in the sequel A is the classical

and <f> the quantum part) , will have the form

f = o

(A,x)3 4>i

i j k u l i j k l ,0,x) , (2.10)

wi th

AC1 lo°P(A,0»,x) = AC* l0°P(A,x)(A,x) ^ U f
L<S<fi

±- (A,x)$\i +higher orders in <(> . (2.11)

As we will restrict ourselves to renormalizable theories,

all terms in (2.10) and (2.11) have a maximum dimension of

four. This implies that the vertices w, Bv, Z and Avv will
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not depend on the background field A. Furthermore the vari-
ous vertices have a lot of symmetry properties:

W,M,S,Z and K are totally symmetric in all indices, (2.12)

Bv is syirmetric in i ts first two indices, (3.13)

Nu and Fv are made antisymmetric (by adding total deriva-
tives), (2.14)

AVV is invariant under (u,i) <* (v, j ) . (2.15)

From formula (2.9) we know that a l l terms linear in the

quantum fields can be dropped:

-4 - f^A,*,*) +AE1 loCp(A,<f,,x)l = o . (2.16)
6 + 1 L • J<))=O

Furthermore we put

which again is no real res t r ic t ion . For if we find a con-

traction of (non-Lorentz) indices la ter i t has to be gener-

ated by the diagonal propagator: so simply replace in any

contraction:

A ^ into A S / T ^ . (2.18)

(Remember that W is space-time independent.) For example in

the case of complex field one takes W to be the first Pauli

matrix

-1 / HW = W = ) . (2.19)

Because with (2.17) our propagator is diagonal, we need no

longer distinguish upper from lower indices. From now on we

will simply let the position of our indices in most cases

(upstairs or downstairs) depend on typographical demands.
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Defining the usual covariant derivative

Dv = 3V +NP , (2.20)

which ac ts on an a rb i t r a ry tensor a s :

n
DPT. . = 3PT. . + J BÜ T. . . . , (2.21)

1VXn xl— î k?l V ^ - V l V - 1 , ,

then with the aid of (2.20), (2.10) and (2.11) can be

rewritten into:

£Qih,x) -

S i j / , * 1 x ) , (2.22)

AC1 lo°P(A,*,x) = * £ l0°P(Afx) + - V
° 32n €

+h-P±-^ + higher orders] .

(2.23)

In order to make Tu antisymmetric in its indices we added a

total derivative. Furthermore, the new vertices X, R and P

are totally symmetric in their indices.

The identification between the old and new vertices is

easy to make:

Rijk " Sijk " K A + B L A +BJkmNmi] ' (2 '25)

V 1 12 26)
mjj' U > 2 6 ;

P.. = K . . + N V A 1 J X - - ^ Ny--NVFU.13 i ] un ml 1] im nrj im mj

(2.27)
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The total lagrangian (2.22) and (2.23) is invariant under

the local transformation:

*i(x) -> •1(x) + Ai
j(xH

j(x) (2.28)

with

A^x) - - Aj
±(x) (2.29)

and a l l other t enso r s , i . e .

D>V^V(= [DV,DV]) , X,R,BV.Z,AVV,& and P , (2.30)

Ai-± J il i • (2-3i)

transform

T
vl'"v

i. ...i

as

'n _ ,̂
m " i " H

m

k=l

From this invariance it is a trivial exercise to show that

counterterms for this lagrangian must be scalars, made up

from the tensors (2.30).

From the lagrangian (2.10) and (2.11), and using (2.24)-

(2.27), we can easily derive the Feynman rules. They are

depicted in appendix B.

The one-loop result for the counter lagrangian was found

in ref. [2]:

4-1 loop- . 1 [_x „ iypv-jivl ,2 , 2 .
o [A'X' 32 i f2e [ XijXij+6YijYijJ ' U-W

where 6 is the usual parameter when one works with di-

mensional regularization (£ =4 -n, n the number of di-

mensions) .

For the two-loop case we have to consider two types of

diagrams: those with one countervertex (so in principle a

one-loop diagram) and pure two-loop diagrams.

(b) Diagrams with a aounververtex (AJC ' ' ) . we start from

the lagrangian (2.10) and (2.11). Vfe have to construct

scalars of dimension four, with the restriction that the

vertices of (2.11) must occur linearly in this expression.
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The only possibilities are:

ƒ

12-33)

with the coefficients a,,...,a., yet to be determined. Ob-

serve we need to take £ equal to zero for the expressions

between the square brackets, according to the rules of mini-

mal subtraction. For it will not be generally so that the

indices i and j are non-lorentzian. For examnle, for gauge

fields those indices stand for color and Lorentz indices.

'Or
Fig. 2. One-loop diagram with one counter vertex.

Furthermore, terms like

A D n Y
A i j D D Y i j '

can always be rewritten in those of (2.33) with the aid of

partial integrations and Jacobi identities.

Now consider the diagram shown in fig. 2. It is loga-

rithmically divergent, so we can write:
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f d
[k2+m

' ) •
(2.34)

(in order to avoid infrared difficulties we computed all

the integrals with a small mass for the fields; see ch. II).

A little counting makes it clear that it yields (apart

from an overall factor) eleven equations for the coef-

ficients a. -a ... So in fact the set of equations is overde-

termined and gives an immediate check. Furthermore, we know
o

a. to be equal to twice the factor in front of the X term
in (2.32) (the factor of two coming from symmetry arguments).

Solving the equations, we get, without computing any in-

Fig. 3. Determination of the counter vertices.

tegral:

al 2 ' ^ I ' a3 1 ' a4 ë

a6 a8 = 3

= ?

a1Q = - i . (2.35)

To obtain the expression for and P.. in terms of*ij' Aij
the vertices of the original lagrangian (2.22) we can make

use of eq. (2.32). Say we want to find the counter diagram

of fig. 3a where the box indicates a part of the diagram for

which the subtraction A£ is inserted. Now it is obvious we

need ail subdivergencies with two outgoing quantum fields

(fig. 3b). Sc we rewrite (2.22) as:
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(2.36)

The last term has again been added to get a new anti-

symmetric Nv. The tilde on the cf> corresponds to the fact

that it is external. The objects X and Np become

with

Here we have used

DPBV.. = O (2.40)
13K

an identity we can show to be valid for all values of the

indices, in the cases we consider. We will come back to that

in sect. 4. Substituting (2.37) and (2.38) into (2.32),

dropping all the non-quadratic terms in the quantum fields,

gives (we have now omitted the tildes)

1 v
3 Skt
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From this formula P, Tp and Apv follow directly and if we

combine them with eqs. (2.33) and (2.35) we get the total

counter lagrangian from diagrams with one counter vertex:

= o

, =o

€ =o

2 v u _2Rp
3Bi[kirj[kl] 9 i

-yv]0 j
=O

1 yv p
Ï8fi Bi

Bi[kl]üj[kl]Je;
(2.42)

As mentioned before, we have to treat the Lorentz indices

between the square brackets as exactly four dimensional, in

order to prevent finite subtractions: we want to use

minimal prescription [15].

(c) Pure two-loop diagrams (A£ ). Considerably more work

has to be done for the pure two-loop counter lagrangian.

From the tensors of (2.30) about fifty invariants of di-

mension four can be constructed, mainly because there are

two tensors, Bv and Dv, which have a low dimension, zero

respectively one, and one of them, Bv, has also a lot of

indices (four). However, as we still hang on to condition

(2.40), it can be shown that the most general counter
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lagrangian shrinks to the following seventeen terms:

(32TT2€)2 A£(2)(A)

= a lX i jZ i jk l \ l+ X i j ( a2B i tk l ]B j [k l ] + a3Bktil]Bk[jl]j

+ a5Bi[km]Bl

*

a5Bi[km]Bl[jm])

+a7BkEil]Bk[jl])

±u TïtillTcIjl] a l l Bi[kl]Bj[kl] +al2Bk[il]Bk[jl]j

( \ 2 / \

i-ïvJ 14 i-ik -i-iT^cl 15 i i i. k i l He M -il I f k - i l /

+ a,

Here we omitted all terms containing a covariant derivative

of Bp (32 to be exact).

In the first place we observe we already know a1. It comes

from the diagram in fig. 4. This diagram consists of two

independent and equal integrals, so the result will be:

/V ) . (2.45)
lv32ir e '

The counterterm from the subdivergences gives (see (2.42))

A 1 €/22—2 M '

oarer
(2.46)

where M is an arbitrary mass scale one has to introduce

when using dimensional regularization [15]. Knowing that no

log v terms may survive if one adds (2.45) and (2.46), one

immediately concludes -~̂,

a2 = -2 . (2.47)

In fact all leading (= double) poles for all coefficients
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a to a _ can be determined in this way [15]. However, as

for all other diagrams the integrals over the two internal

moments do not decouple, single poles will generally occur.

To obtain these single poles, we just have to compute some

diagrams (see appendix B for the Feynman rules) and fit all

the coefficients to all the equations in this way. As we

already saw in determining the coefficients in (2.33), fewer

\

Fig. 4. Determination of the coefficient a..

Fig. 5. The only two diagrams to be computed explicitly.

diagrams have to be computed, than we would naively expect.

In fact only two diagrams have to be calculated (see fig.

5). (Of course, in order to have checks on the coefficients

we computed some more diagrams.) After a lot of bookkeeping

we obtained:

al = " 2 a_ =j — 2- r 6 , a.
=-4+€

6

ll=|-§l€'

ag

= -4-3£
. l il

,a, =26

l=I+^e'

(2.43)
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Formulas (2.42), (2.44) and (2.48) now completely determine

the total two-loop counter lagrangian for the cases we are

going to consider [16].

3. MINIMAL SUBTRACTION VERSUS DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION

In order to use formulas (2.42), (2.44) and (2.48) for

supersyiranetries, we also have to give a prescription for di-

mensional reduction [10].

For ordinary minimal subtraction [7] there are no

problems: first substitute all the counter vertices in eq.

(2.42), then use as often as possible the convention that all

Lorentz-indices are exactly four-dimensional:

= 4

VI II
Y Y

y Y Y = - 2y ,

Y V Y V = 46V?1 , (3.1)

The third step is to substitute the rest of the vertices

into (2.42) and (2.44) and use the rules:

6VV = 4 - e

= (-2+€)Y
V

- e Y \
P , (3.2)

etc.
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For dimensional reduction is it not so clear what to do.

For the prescription using this scheme [17]:

(i) do all the y-matrix algebra in four dimensions;

(ii) perform all momentum integrals in (4-€) dimensions.

So we seem to be in trouble because we performed the mo-

mentum integrals before the y-matrix algebra in exactly four

dimensions. However, there is a way out. First, like in the

•minimal subtraction scheme substitute all one-loop counter

vertices with all Lorentz indices running from 1 to 4.

Secondly, distinguish all Lorentz indices from vertices

which are contracted to a (covariant) derivative from those

which are not. Thirdly, substitute all the remaining

vertices where the Lorentz indices of the first kind (i.e.

with derivative) run from 1 to 4 -£ and all the others from

one to four. That this procedure is in fact identical to

dimensional reduction is obvious. There are two sorts of

Lorentz indices: those coming from the propagator of the

fermion, and those coming from the coupling of the gauge

field to all the other particles. By taking the indices of

the second kind exactly four-dimensional we use the pre-

scription of the dimensional reduction scheme proposed by W.

Siegel [9]. And the Lorentz indices of the first kind are

always contracted to an internal momentum, they will not be

sensitive to the use of Chisholm identities and the Kahane

algorithm on the four-dimensional y-matrices (see eq. (3.1)).

They will always be attached to the same momentum. So as

long as we take them 4 - 6-dimensional, performing y-matrix

algebra and performing momentum integrals "commute".

4. APPLICATIONS TO A MOST GENERAL RENORMALIZABLE THEORY

4.1. The lagrangian

The most general lagrangian to start with is:
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where

(4-3)

V = V * ^ * ^ ) * ' (4"4)

W(*) = S(((.) +iP(<f>h5 . (4.5)

From renormalizability we know that W and V are polynomials

of order one and four, respectively, in the scalar field.

{We absorbed the gauge coupling constant in f, T and U.)

If one wants to use the final results from subsects. 4.2

and 4.3 for Majorana fermions (in the case of super-

symmetries) , one just has to replace the fermionic part in

(4.1) by

(4.6)

and then divide all the results where a fermion loop occurs

by a factor of two. Furthermore, complex scalar fields will

not cause any problem, as they can always be decomposed in

two real ones.

In this chapter we will restrict ourselves to determining

only the renormalization of coupling constants and masses in

the bosonic sector, incorporating fermion loops. (Results

for the Yukawa coupling W will be determined in Ch. II.) So

we split up the scalar gauge field in their classical and

quantum parts and (4.1) becomes:

i b_c
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ferm • cl \ - - a..a-

(4.8)

here we always imply ; \

S1 = —=r , P1 = -2-T- f V. . = —:—r , etc . , (4.9)

and

D = 3 +Acl . (4.10)
U V U

This lagrangian is invariant under the local gauge

transformation:

6Aa = 0 , (4.12)

Aa , (4.13)

6*cl= 0 , (4.14)

(4.15)

where A is an arbitrary function of space-time. This gauge

invariance is to be fixed by a gauge condition that may
cl

depend on the background fields <b , A. If we ignore the

fermion part (4.8) for the time being (it will be discussed

in subsect. 4.2 and 4.3) we can see that eq. (2.40), i.e.
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£ j k = O , (4.16)

i s n o t s a t i s f i e d , b e c a u s e of t h e t e r m i n ( 4 . 7 )

i <f>. . (4.17)

This gives rise to a non-diagonal Dv (i.e. it mixes the

gauge and scalar fields)

Nu = 8 (Ta<j>) . (4.18)

a

So formulas (2.42) and (2.44) are not appl icable in t h i s
case . However by choosing the appropriate gauge f ixing term:

(4.19) V

it is easy to see that the term (4.18) drops out. By virtue

of commutation relations and Jacobi identities, and the fact

that the covariant derivative is diagonal, relation (4.16)

is satisfied (in the non-fermionic sector). For example,

from (4.7) it is easy to see that

^ij ' <4'20>

' aeAu ' ( 4 ' 2 1 )

all a B u

Ba = T i V , , « ' <4'22>
a13

giving:

L6 &. + ^ , A \ . 5
V «v l] ik y k] av

T^,Ta. Ab6jk lk p av
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<4-23»

Of course we have to add a ghost particle to our

lagrangian, according to the standard rules [18]: under the

gauge transformation (4.ll)-(4.15) C a transforms as

(4.24)

giving rise to the ghost lagrangian

Pgh ^ a*_ a , _ a* b.c^abcJ.̂  = - D n D n + D n n $ x
V

a*_ a , _ a* b.c^abcn D n + D n n $ x
V V P U

(4.25)

Converting the ghost field into two real ones

(4.26)

this lagrangian becomes:

(4.261

Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.19) and (4.26) define the complete

theory. Apart from the gauge invariance (4.11)- (4.15) there

is another, equally important, gauge invariance

(4.27)

6*. = Aa(T°<f.) , (4.29)
'i

i , (4.30)
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6* = A 8^* , (4.31)

X° • (4.32)
f P

Not only £ (i.e. (4.7) and (4.8)) is invariant under (4.27)

and (4.32), but also the gauge fixing term (4.19) and

Faddeev-Popov lagrangian (4.26). From this invariance it is

clear that all possible counterterms up to any loop will

look like (in the bosonic sector):

ab a Jo / \2

AT = b. G GT "•"fĉl*5 *• ) +b,V(<f>) , (4.33)

where V is invariant under (4.30).

4.2. Eenovmalization of the gauge coupling

Starting with the lagrangian (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and

(4.26) where we can put

4?1 = 0 , (4.34)

as we are only interested in the gauge coupling, we see that

we are still left with problems concerning the fermion part

of the lagrangian (4.8). First of all, the propagator of the
_2

fermion is not of the desired form (no k behaviour), so we

cannot use the formulas derived in sect. 2 at all. (Nor will

it serve to use the 't Hooft trick [2] by performing the

transformation:

« -* £ , (4.35)

ty -* —Y 3 iji , (4*36)

because then we have not met with condition (4.16). (Again
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the source of the trouble is that covariant derivatives

occur, that mix different kinds of particles. Compare eq.

(6.6) of ref. [2].)

In order to get out of this mess we perform a trick quite

analogous to the 't Hooft trick:

ï -» 51 (4.37)

* - ~ W " ~\(\ +Ay(^""PS))* • (4"38)

Now (4.8) becomes:

xfem = hvjW

YijD^ . (4.39)

This lagrangian has the pleasant property that it does

satisfy condition (4.16) as can easily be checked using the j

commutation rules for U (compare (4.23)). I

Now the transformation (4.38) implies a non-trivial

jacobian. Obviously the price we have to pay is the

necessity of the introduction of another ghost £, with

spin-J. So any diagram containing a loop of this ghost does

not get a minus sign, contrary to the usual Paddeev-Popov

ghost. The lagrangian of this bosonic spin-J ghost is given

by

JC(O = -Za\z>vS
a • (4.40)

Apparently we have not gained anything by applying

transformation (4.37)-(4.38), for the ghost has not a propa-

gator again of the demanded form; however now there is a

simple cure. Consider the one-loop case first. (So only

terms quadratic in the quantum fields are of any relevance.)
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As the g-function in principle is determined by the two-

point function, it is clear that it must be proportional to

(for the fermion sector)

Tr Tr (4.41)

As these terms are quadratic in U and U we can ignore

completely the hats in the total lagrangian, so also in

(4.40). But now the lagrangian has become equal to the

original fermion part of the lagrangian (relevant for the

one-loop case) apart from the fact no minus sign has to be

included for a loop.

The prescription has become clear now: drop the new ghost

lagrangian altogether, use (2.32) for the one-loop s-

function (using appendix C.I and C.2, where the vertices are

given), but divide the contribution of the fermion by a

factor of two. (This factor J can also be derived using

path integral formulation [9], If

expfiW] = N ütyDfiexpti. d.xijry D if;) ,

then the one-loop divergencies are given by

-,1/2
AC = j = [det A] ,

(4.42)

(4.43)

\

where

A = y D y D .y y v v (4.44)

The same factor { can now be seen in (4.43).) A straight-

forward calculation yields:

(32n2e)A£(1) (gauge) =

with

cab = fa rafbpq f Rab = Qab

(4.45)

. (4.46)
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cl.

•;.
cl

cl
Fig. 6. The only type of diagram which can contain the new ghost.

Of course we took the usual doubling into account for the

fermion. For any multiloop diagram the situation is even

more trivial. As (4.40) is only quadratic in £ and £ couples

only to background fields, not to any of the quantum fields,

£ cannot contribute to the B-function in any order higher

than one (fig. 6). (Nor can it be that a counter vertex is

generated at the one-loop level, for the same reason.) So we

can drop the ghost lagrangian (4.40) completely. Using

(2.42), (2.44) and (2.48) and appendix C.I and C.2 for the

relevant vertices, we find, with the algebraic manipulation

program Schoonschip [20]

(32n2£)2AC(2)(gauge)

- f

(4.47)

Square brackets stand for taking traces with respect to non-

spin indices. Furthermore, in order to avoid long formulas,

we introduced a symbolic notation which will be discussed in

appendix D.

The use of dimensional regularization versus dimensional

reduction did not make any difference here.
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We may understand this in the following way: differences

in a two-loop counterterm may arise due to changes in the

regularization prescription for the one-loop expressions.

Writing

v •& g2 = 8(g2) = 61g
4 + 82g

6 + B3g
4y2 , (4.48)

where y stands for the Yukawa coupling we see that the lower
4 2

part of this equation only contains g, and only the g y

term could change after a redefinition

2
g -» g + O(gy ) .

But the pure gauge four-vertex at the one-loop level is

independent of the Yukawa force, and any redefinition of the

form

g - g + 0(g3)

leaves (4.48) unaltered.

4.3. Renormalization of the potential of the scalar fields

We start with the same standard lagrangian as before (eqs.

(4.7), (4.8), (4.19) and (4.26)) and now we wish to consider

diagrams with outgoing scalars. So now we can put all

classical vectors equal to zero. Again the fermion

lagrangian (4.8) causes some trouble. The relevant piece is:

But with a trick, quite analogous to the one in subsect.

4.2, we again can overcome the fact that the fermion propa-

gator does not have the right momentum behaviour and the

fact that (4.16) is not satisfied. Define the transformation
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% -* * , (4.49)

V> -* - (Y 3 -S +iP Yeff • (4.50)

Then (4.8) conver ts i n t o

(4.51)

(4.52)

Observe that the propagator of the fermion now has the right

momentum dependence. Furthermore, the covariant derivative

is converted into an ordinary one, so (4.16) is automatical-

ly met with. (Remember that Bv was dimensionless.) Again a

ghost crops up,with the precription of a plus-sign for each

loop. But again this ghost decouples for any calculation

beyond one loop. In the one-loop case one can determine the

counter lagrangian very easily: with analogous arguments as

in the preceding section, we can drop the ghost piece

(4.52), with the rule of dividing all results where a

fermion occurs by a factor of two. Now (4.7), (4.19), (4.26)

and (4.52) define the complete lagrangian and the appropri-

ate rules can be determined. See appendix C.I and C.3 for

all the vertices.

For the one-loop case, using eg. (2.32) we can easily

find, after carrying out the field renormalization of the

scalars (which are just an artifact of the gauge chosen and

hence unphysical):

32n2eAV(<f>) = V?. +3^TaTb(j)) + 6 V Y T 2 < | > Y

+ 4[L-tL.L]-4[M-m.M]+4Vk[M .1^] . (4.53)

Here M stands for
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M = «. •$• . (4.54)
1 3(^

Again square brackets denote taking the trace and we have

used the symbolic notation described in appendix D.

To minimize the number of terms in this formula we have

used gauge invariance of the potential

V±T|f.<J>. = 0 . (4.55)

Differentiating (4.54) with respect to <|>. we get

v*fyj + v A • ° • < 4 - 5 6 )

From this i t follows:

4,.Tf.V.. of,$., = VYT 2 ^) (4.57)
i i] jk klvl i\ ,'•

A number of identities useful for the one-loop as well as

the two-loop case have been written down in appendix E.

The formulas for the two-loop case become much more

complicated. Besides that, the coefficients of the thirty-

nine possible invariants now become regularization scheme

dependent (see sect. 5). In terms of these invariants we

can write

<32n2€)2AV(<J>)

+g7v..v. j k ] V k l +g8v i j kv.
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-2[M-ML-LL X-L 1|+2JM-M4 i-m i-M] - j L-LL-IM1-!!1 j

g j H-M M^I-MMM +|L-L M^-IM1 j + 2pi-M

).

V±

(4.58)

Square brackets stand for taking traces over non-spinorial

indices (again using the symbolic notation in appendix D ) .



Table 1

The values for the coefficients g - g of eq. (4.58)

g l
8 2
g 3

g4
g5
g 6
8 7
8 8
g9

810
811
g | 2

g13

Reduction

24

- 3 8

18

18

12

2

2

36

12

-44

2

-6e
+^e

+ 3e

-6e
- 2 6

-e
+ 226

+ 2e

156

+ ^ 6

-e

Min. subtr.

24

-38

18

18

12

2

2

36

12

-44

2

+ 26

+ i|_3€

+ 3e

- 6 6

- 2 €

-e
+ 306

+ 106

276

+ !fie

g14
815
g16
g17
818
g19
g20
g21
g22
823
824
g25
g26

Reduction

2

12

24

-16

-96

-16

8

-32

-16

-32

+ 86

+ 326

86

+ 86

- 4 6

+ 86

-326

+ 166

Min.

2

12

24

-16

-96

-16

8

-32

-16

-32

subtr.

+ 86

+ 16e

86

+ se
- 46

3
~48e

+ 246

g27
828
g29
830
831
832
g33
g34
g35
836
837
e38
839

Reduction

-16-86

-32 - 166
-64 - 326

8

24

8

-64

56-46
24+86

-16+^6

8-66
16-46
48 - 286

Min. subtr.

-16

-32

-64

8

24

8

-64

56

24

-16

8

16

48

- 8 e
-166
- 166

-46 '

+ fe
- 6 6

- 4 6

-206
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And whenever V has no index, the matrix V.. is meant.

Note that there is no difference in the terms for both

schemes when no gauge coupling occurs. In fact, this is

trivial, since the only Lorentz indices are those, belonging

to the propagator of the fermion. Both schemes, however,

treat these indices as (4-£) dimensional, because when

taking the trace there never will be a 6 occurring.

5. A FEW SIMPLE EXAMPLES

As can be seen from the results in sect. 4 it is not

obvious that both regularization schemes will give rise to

the same B-function for the scalar self-interaction. In

fact, they will not be the same in general [11]. We will

give two examples to illustrate this.

S.I. S0(4) supersymmetria Yang-Mills

If we take for the lagrangian the SO(4) supersymmetric

Yang-Mills theory [21]

£ = -

Here K and L run from one to four, i and j from one to three

and a, b, c are gauge group indices running from one to N; M

being the number of generators of the gauge group. Further-

more
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[c^BjJ = O . (5.3)

Lagrangian (5.1) has a SO(4) supersymmetry and it has been

shown to have a vanishing B-function for the gauge coupling

up to three loops [22,23] and there are some arguments that

it should vanish up to all orders in perturbation theory

[24], using the right regularization scheme, of course. All

the calculations may be done without using supergraph

techniques, only considering the pure two- and three-point

vertices of the gauge field, and! not the renormalization of

the four-point Green function of the scalar field. Minimal

subtraction gives a non-vanishing g-function for the scalar-

self interaction, using eq. (4.58), as expected. The number

of bosonic an fermionic degrees of freedom are not equal in

n dimensions, with nj^4. Only dimensional reduction (first

column in (4.58)), or equivalently the method used by the

authors of ref. [23], which can be proven to be the same as

dimensional reduction, indeed give a vanishing B-function

for the four point-coupling of the scalar field. So di-

mensional reduction (see chapter III) seems to be the only

candidate in preserving supersymmetry up to this order.

5.2. A simple example.

Consider the following lagrangian

2

£ = - j G a G a - * a Y D ^ a
 - | ( D * a )

o

i - . f i 2 1 • - a b c r a . b . c ,- .,
- -XU - ï y f i|i <|> ty . (5.4)

Take for the gauge group SU(2) (then the structure constants

are much easier to deal with). Now (4.57) can be evaluated

for both dimensional reduction as well as for dimensional

regularization, resulting in the e-functions:
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:-24Xg2-32y4+24g4)

-i-j (-69X3 - 88X2y2 + 128x2g2

4 2 2 392 4
+ 32Ay + l6(Uy g - ^ Xg

- 64y2g4 - 128y4g2 + 320y6 - 128g6) . (5.5)

+16Xy2 -24Xg2 -32y4 +24g4)

2 2+ —i-r (-69A3 -88X2y2 +128X2g'
<4n)4 ̂

- 64y2g4 - 128y4g
2 + 320y6 - ̂ g 6 ) , (5.6)

where g is the gauge-coupling.

Note that only where g is involved, the two B-functions

differ, as already mentioned.

Note that in the low-coupling-constant regime, the

structure of the B-function is hardly altered (remember

(4n) m 160). The existence of a low-lying zero for all B-

functions should not depend on which of the two subtraction

schemes is used. We found this statement to be true in some

other model calculations.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the background-field method the most general two-

loop counter lagrangian can be obtained, by computing only

two Feynman diagrams (always with the assumption that the

propagator is of the form

k-ie
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where (i,j) are any sort of indices). We used that (see

sect. 2)

DPBV ., = 0 , (6.2)
1J K

which can be imposed, with a modified 't Hooft trick

applicable in the case here considered; this enabled us to

reduce the general formula to about forty terms. What we

have worked out here is the following: graphs in any

renormalizable theory with no external fermions. So: the

renormalization of the gauge coupling (already known of

course) and the renormalization of the scalar potential are

completely determined by eqs. (2.42), (2.44) and (2.48).

From these equations we have derived these renormalization

counterterms with two subtraction schemes. One is the usual

regularization scheme developed by 't Hooft and Veltman [7]

and the other scheme is the one introduced by Siegel [9],

the so-called subtraction by dimensional reduction,

specially preferred by those who investigate supersymmetries.

In fact, these two schemes, in general, give different

results for the renormalization of the scalar potential, but

not for the renormalization of the gauge coupling. Using the

"reduction formula" the result for SO(4) supersymmetric

Yang-Mills theory gives zero as expected, contrary to the

usual regularization scheme.

APPENDIX A. DISAPPEARING OF BASKET DIAGRAMS

In eq. (2.9) we derived that the background-field method

will give the same one-particle-irreducible Green functions

as in the conventional scheme. However we always assumed

that the basic lagrangian was a function of <fiC +<)>qu. As we

broke the gauge with a term not of this type, it is not

obvious that basket diagrams will disappear.

Obviously the condition for these diagrams not to occur is
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the following (which contains all functions linear in the

field <(>gu, denoted as £)

= 0

(Up to terms proportional to the equation of motion [5])

where A£ is the counter lagrangian up to one loop

(without having carried the field renormalizations, of

course); AÏ"*1'(<|>,?) is determined by (2.32), (2.37) and
2

(2.38) giving (we absorb the factor 32n € in the A for the

rest)

1 \

(A. 2)

After having done all the calculations and a rescaling of

such that the kinetic term in ij) vanishes eg. (A.I) should

be fulfilled.

We have two cases to consider:

1) J is a vector

2) If is a scalar.

1) Eq. (A.2) becomes with the use of appendix C

The last three terms of (A.3) obviously are going to be

cancelled by the second and third term in (A.I), when

differentiating the kinetic term (G ) in the counter

lagrangian (see eq. (4.45)).

There is only one other relevant term on the LHS of eq.

(A.I), namely (coming from eq. (C.19))

'i

contributing to (A.I) by
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6Aa

a

^ ) . . (A.4)

So eq. (A.I) becomes, by adding (A.3) and (A.4)

Eg. (A.I) = 0 ; Q.E.D.

2) After some trivial algebra we got

Eg. (A.l)

-2V. .Jr%)(f^ \-2V^±(r
2^ (A.5)

after carrying out the field renormalization.

By using gauge invariance of the potential V one gets

V - t f ^ = 0 . (A.6)

By differentiating a few times and manipulating with the

obtained identities, it is easy to show that

(A-7)

and hence eg. (A.5) equals zero; Q.E.D.

APPENDIX B

The Feynman rules for lagrangians (2.22) and (2.23) for

one- and two-loop calculations are given by the following:
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(B.l)

(B.2)

(B.3)

"ijk ïjrik cikl ij jkl li '

Zijkl '
i j k 1

Counter vertices, only for the two-loop computation are

(B.4)

(B.5)

1

p

i

P

i

UV

M

j

q

i

q

j

(B.6)

( B- 7 ) I

APPENDIX C

In t h i s appendix we consider the ve r t i ces for one- and

two-loop computations for eqs . (2.42) and (2.44). We use the

following subsc r ip t s :

a , „ etc. for the vector particle (oc=l,...,4-e,or 4) (see sect. 3);ex p

a b
, etc . for the Faddeev-Popov (p=l,2);
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i , j ,k , l for the scalar particle;

m,n for the fermion.

C.I. Vertices for the gauge coupling and the scalar potential

B^rv^T = " f ^ f ö So - £ 6 D6 - J 6 6 o) , (C . I )
a[bc] V M" ÊY PB ay M Ï <*B/

a By

Batij] = ^i\» ' ( C ' 2 )

Ba[bc] - - ^ V p q ' ( C ' 4 )

a

Z ijkl = - V i j k l

Ba[nh] " * V < & ' ( C ' 6 )

Z a b = < S ™ f i ( )

( C ' 7 )
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+ ^deW5 ,,

All other B^'s and Z's vanish. The dashes on the fermionic

indices are there for bookkeeping purposes: only dashed and

undashed may be connected.

C.2. Vertices relevant for the renormalization of the gauge

coupling

Xab = "

pq
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C. S. Vertices determining the renormalization of the scalar

potential

Xab

X = 2D (V^) , (C.19)
a i <*\ S
a.

( c - 2 0 )

Xab = IS
pq

Xrfn = - ( ) { %

+ itS^Pl^s (C22)

R i jk = - v i j k • ( c - 2 5 )

APPENDIX D

Symbolic notation of seat. 4

In sect. 4 we introduced a symbolic notation to diminish

the number of terms considerably. It, in fact, just

surpresses the terms with some Y 5'S in it. (When one knows
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some amplitude, without y^, then it is easy to compute the

same diagram with y.'s in it, as y^ anticommutes with all

the other y-matrices. It is just a matter of counting.) We

used the following symbolic notation:

M-M S 2+P 2

L-L = [S,P]

It is also used if there is some derivative, e.g.

LX-L

(D.I)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

One term cannot be brought into this form at all (see the

term proportional to gig)» We write:

(D.9)

(D.10)

Observe that all terms in (4.57) are hermitian as they

should be.
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APPENDIX E

Identities used in sect. 4 derived from gauge invarianee and

commutation rules

In sect. 4 a lot of terms can be expressed in terms of

each other if we impose gauge invariance (and thus

renormalizability) upon the original lagrangian.

From gauge invariance of the potential of the scalar field

under (4.30), we get

By differentiating with respect to the scalar fields and

multiplying with the appropriate quantities one can obtain

the following identities:

- 2 [ T V ] - (E-2)

I T V ] "+ 2 I ] [
<E'3)
(E.4)

(E.5)

(E.6)

With the aid of the commutation relations for the gener-

ators various identities can be derived. We will just quote

some of them

, (E.7)
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(E.8)

Finally, gauge invariance of the Yukawa sector gives us two

very important relations:

The reason why they are so important, is that in any diagram

always the combination of the left-hand sides of (E.9) and

(E.10) occur. So this means that four diagrams with a

Yukawa coupling and a gauge coupling to the fermion always

shrink to one term in the final result.
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CHAPTER II

THE TWO-LOOP RENORKALIZATION OF THE YUKAWA-SECTOR
FOR AN ARBITRARY RENORMALIZABLE FIELD THEORY

ABSTRACT

The two-loop Yukawa coupling constant renormalization and

the mass renormalization of the fermion for an arbitrary

renormalizable field theory, including vector, scalar and of

course fermion fields, has been calculated. This has been

done in two different regularization schemes, i.e. the

minimal subtraction scheme and dimensional reduction. Both

calculations were done in the conventional way, and not with

the use of the so-called background-field method. Only the !

reduction scheme is shown to preserve supersymmetry up to \

this level.

Furthermore a simple example of a gauge theory is given to

show that in general it is not possible to give an explicit

transformation of the coupling constants in such a way that

all B-functions become the same for the two regularization

schemes, which proves that dimensional reduction, treated

this way, is not a good regularization scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The two-loop p-functions are relevant to physical

processes (such as the lifetime of the proton - if it decays

at all - ) , where they give corrections to the known one-loop

predictions for these processes. In the former chapter [1] we

gave the two-loop 3-functions for the scalar potential and

the gauge coupling constant(s) (the latter already kiown of

course [2]) by means of the background-field method, for the

lagrangian, which will be defined in sect. 2.

For the renormalization of the fermion mass and the Yukawa

coupling constant(s) the background-field method (in

contrast with the scalar potential) is not of much use. The

diagrams to be calculated, as will be discussed in sect. 3,

are of the same order of difficulty, or even worse.

This chapter is arranged as follows.

First in sect. 2. we define the most general renormalizable

lagrangian with some definitions used throughout the whole

chapter. Then, in sect. 3, we argue why the background-field

method is of no use whatsoever for diagrams with outgoing

fermions. In sect. 4 we introduce a "massive calculation

scheme", which can be used for minimal subtraction

[3] as well as for dimensional reduction [4], only for

practical reasons. Working with the computer program

Schoonschip [5] it is very comfortable to reduce the number

of integrals to be carried out as often as possible. In sect. 5

we determine the double poles from the renormalization group

equations, with an extremely simplified equation which was

derived in ref. [6], in order to get as many checks as

possible on our final results. Sect. 6 is devoted to a short

review of the two already mentioned regularization schemes.

Ch. Ill will give an alternative way to obtain the single pole

for the dimensional reduction scheme in any diagram once

that the corresponding pole in the (more direct) dimensional

regularization scheme is given. And as all calculations

were done for both schemes, thatwill give an immediate check on

the single poles.

Within the framework of the massive calculation scheme
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all integrals can be transformed into

f f d p d o - i-5 (1.1)

because a p-q in the numerator can be written as

p.q = %((p2+m2) +fq2+m2) -((p-q)2+m2) -m2) . (1.2)

In the case of outgoing fermions a few more nasty numerators

can occur:

*4 (1-3)

when computing the pure two-loop three-point function and

ï% (1-4)

for the renornalization of the fermion wave function.

Sect. 7 gives a method for both minimal subtraction

as well as for dimensional reduction to get these integrals

in the desired form (1.1). In sect. 8 we give the final

results for the fermion mass and Yukawa coupling constant

for both regularization schemes. Supersymmetric Yang-Mills

(N=4) indeed yields a vanishing p-function as expected for

dimensional reduction. In sect. 9 we use a toy model,

already used in [1] and compute the two-loop 3-functions for

the Yukawa coupling for both schemes. Together with the

results of ch. I, where the (^-functions of the scalar

coupling and the gauge coupling were determined, we

investigated whether a finite transformation of diverse

couplings existed that could transform all (J-functions,

computed in one scheme, into the p-functions of the other

scheme. The result was negative. Sect. 10 is devoted to

conclusions and discussion. Appendix A gives all the rele-

vant integrals, and appendix B gives a model used in sect. 5.
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2. THE LAGRANGIAN

For matter of convenience we first give the most general

renormalizable field theory, with some definitions, used

throughout the rest of the chapter

2
X = — sjG G — M D $ • ) ~ tyy D ty — ̂W(ij) )î —V(4*) (2.1)

where

p v y v v v i ^ v i v

D <f>. = 8 $ . + A a { T a * } (2.3)

D * =3 I J J+A 'V* (2.4)

_. . (2.5)

Fur thermore we need

0 s =Ug-^pY5 (2.7)

W(<|>) =S(())) -iP(<(>)Y5 (2.8)

c ab =fapq fbpg ( 2 < 9 )

R813 =-Tl/TaTbj (2.10)

Q°" =-TrfinrJ . (2.11)

In order for the theory to be renormalizable, S an P are at

most linear in the scalar field, V may be maximal of order

four. And, of course, no anomalies may occur. The gauge

group need not necessarly be simple, and the scalar and

spinors may occur in various reducible representations. Any

number of gauge coupling constants may be absorbed in the
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structure constants f and the representation generators

T a and U a (we left them out for compactness of the notation).

Extension toMajorana spinors has already been discussed in ch.

I.

3. WHY THE BACKGROUND-FIELD METHOD IS NOT USED

In the former chapter we derived the full two-loop

counter lagrangian for an arbitrary (but of course

renormalizable) field theory using the background-field

method. However this did not include the renormalization of

the fermion mass and the Yukawa coupling.

In this section we argue why it is of no advantage at all

to use this method to determine these renormalization coef-

ficients instead of just doing ordinary perturbation theory

(i.e. the conventional way).

There are two ways of using the method. First the method

described in ch. I, the second one is the method used by

Abbott [7].

Let us first discuss the method of ch. I. (For all no-

tations see II].) One always assumed that the propagator of

each particle was of the form

Wi;..k"
2 (3.1)

where W.. could be any matrix (not containing k ) . The second

assumption was that the vertex

Bijk*i*j D\ (3-2)

had the pleasant property that

D^jk = o (3.3)

for all indices. This diminished the number of terms needed

to be calculated in such a way, that they were much fewer

than the number of diagrams to be computed in the con-
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ventional way. In the case of ch. I there was always a

transformation available for the fermion field (which cannot

have a propagator of the desired form (3.1) without vio-

lating (3.3).

But what happens in the case of outgoing fermions? We set

A equal to zero of course and the relevant piece of the

lagrangian becomes, after splitting up the fields in their

classical and quantum parts (for simplicity we took W(4>) =

• )

P rqu . ,qu TOU.cl.qu 7cl.qu.qu
ferm= "^ yv v^ ~^~ * * ~ * *

7qu.au,cl Tqu.qu.qu ,, ..
-1^ ̂  ty -ip <p y1 . (3.4)

In order to get the right propagator behaviour (3.1) we have

to look for a transformation such as

(3.5)

ifr*11 -» - y 3 ^ + anything . (3.6)

But whatever one chooses for "anything", the constraint

(3.3) can never be fulfi l led. The lagrangian becomes

r 7qu.2,qu L7Ciu.cl ,qu -cl.qu „ ,qu
£ferm= ^ d * +* • W +^ • W

\ii8i/
3« + rest terms . (3.7)

The rest terms coming from "anything". The reason that (3.3)

cannot be met is that a covariant derivative has appeared

which mixes two different kinds of particles (scalar-fermion

in this case; the third term in (3.7) , which cannot be

eliminated by a suitable choice of "anything"). So, if we

want to use the method of ch. I, the number of terms ex-

ceeds the number of diagrams, using the conventional way,

and therefore this method is ruled out.

Abbott's approach [7] may at first sight be of some use

(his method works with ordinary Feynman diagram calculations.
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but also after splitting up the relevant fields into quantum

and classical parts). A closer examination however yields

that the number of diagrams to be computed are exactly the

same as in the conventional scheme. Using the gauge fixing

term as in ch. I (eq. (4.19)) could at first glance

diminish the number of vertices, however the Faddeev-Popov

ghost lagrangian yields more extra vertices than there were

lost.

The conclusion of this section can only be that for the

determination of the infinities in the Yukawa coupling

constant and the fermion mass the conventional way of all

needed diagrams must be preferred.

4. THE "MASSIVE CALCULATION SCHEME"

Working with the computer program Schoonschip [5] it is

extremely useful that the number of needed integrals is as

minimal as possible. That is why we chose for a trick that

we call "massive calculation scheme". It can be used for j

minimal subtraction as well as for dimensional re- I

duction.

The trick consists of two parts. First, make the diagram

logarithmically divergent by differentiating with respect to

one of the inflowing momenta. (Note that we also have to de-

termine thewave function renormalization of the fermion (line-

arly divergent) and that of the scalar field (quadratically

divergent), both up two loops, too.) Then put all external

momenta equal to zero and give any particle (scalar, fermion

and even the gauge field) an arbitrary but equal mass in its

propagator. Any integral now can be transferred into the

following form:

[q2+m2] [(p-q)24m2] (4.1)
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where

Ot+3+Y > 4 (4.2)

is the only relevant case. (Note the > sign; subdivergencies

may occur.) Observe the fact that the numerator in (4.1) is

one. 3ut any dotproduct p.q can be eliminated by

p-q = M P -^ -(p-q) - (4.3)

And any sort of integral with p*jzj or p*q in the numerator can

be expressed into p-q, resp. p-qv but as these are de-

pendent of the regularization scheme used they will be

discussed later on (sect. 7).

A table of all identities and integrals needed for the

full computation are depicted in appendix A.

Two questions are now to be asked about the validity of

this calculation scheme.

i) We break gauge invariance explicitly by giving the

vector particle a mass too. Is this allowed?

ii) By giving all particles the same mass, will it yield j .

correct results? (Think for example a term proportion- >

al to the ratio of the masses of the different kind of

particles, which is equal to one in the present case

but could be any other number.)

Answer to the first question.

As long as no subdivergencies occur there are no problems.

After having performed the first and hence finite integral

one integral remains te be done:

^ l q (4.4)

[,vf "
if we had obeyed the rules. Of course only ot+3 = 2 or

(2+6/2) contributes. But as j1 2 = -t (l £—*• + higher
q +m q q +m
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orders) the single pole of (4.4) becomes equal to the inte-

gral (4.4)

f X d q . (4.5)

(Remember all integrals were logarithmically divergent, so

terms like

f 1 dq
q2+m~j

(4.6)

become finite,hence carry no poles.)

In the case that subdivergencies exist we have to be more

careful. Suppose that, after the first integration the rest

is of the form

Jèr 2 ^ / 2 7 7 ^ ^
 (4-7)

I q j [q +m j
or l*77r\ W 2 * * (4'8)

with the corresponding counter diagram

whereas we take

d q . (4.10)
a+e+€/2 ( 2 2\a+P(22j( 2 2\a+P

(q2+m2j _

a is an integer > o, 3 an integer > o (note that 3 = o is

impossible for there will always be a scalar or fermion

propagator in a diagram we computed).

Moreover if a+3 > 2 then ((4.7) + {4.9), ((4.8) + (4.9)) and

(4.10) become finite. For example
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, f ïn (a+m2)

[t II L + c

J \ / o o\a+&

(4.11)

obviously is (mere power countina).

So the only problem is ot+3 = 2 (with 3 > o ) . Apart from

the trivial factors of it, (4.10) becomes [3]

(4.12)

We have to consider four cases, ((4.7)+(4.9)) and ((4.8)+

(4.9)) denoted as I, and I 2, for a = 1, P = 1 and a = o,

P = 2.

F i r s t t h e t r i v . i a l o n e : I 2 ( a=o ,p=2) s ( 4 . 1 0 ) .

Then

I, (a=ofp=2) = i [ d q i - 3 ( i l fTo

[ q - h n j \ q j

-ilfv dx
. ( l -x ) £ / 2 q 2 r (3+6/2) _2_

[q2+m2x]

-if * d-*
r(3+e/2)

4

= -4r dX (l-« 2

r(i+e/2)r(2-€)

r(3-€/2) -^ €

(4.13)

We leave it to the reader that for I,, and I- in the case

a=b=l the same answer results.
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So, up to two loops, all relevant integrals yield the same

infinite parts, whether we give the vector particle a mass

or not. The important conclusion is that, hence, up to this

level renormalizability is not violated.

Answer to the second question.

As shown above renormalizatibility is not violated. Thus

as we know from renormalization theory ratios of masses

cannot occur in infinities of wave function and vertex

renormalization (g.e.d.).

As an illustrative example for the two preceding questions,

consider the following diagram (fig. 1) with its counter

diagram (fig. 2) for the pure massless case as well as with

the use of "massive calculation scheme". (Integration over

internal momenta is always assumed; the dashed line is a

scalar field.)

p+k-q
_ \ v.

1° Massless case

-k

r - k

4r-k-4

I
Fig. I

. ,p-q

q i q
I

Fig. 2

(r-*r

(k -2r.k.x+r x)

(4.14)
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and thus

= - | r 2 . (4.15)

q

Fig. 2 = | V"9 = ̂ §(l+€) . (4.17)

So

Fig. 1 + Fig. 2 = -if - - . (4.18)

2° Massive calculation scheme

We use the massive calculation scheme and break gauge

invariance by using the fermion propagator

% instead of ^ ~ (4.19)
p +m p +m

-k

4r-k-4k2
P-P- r \ I f 2 2 3—T

V/ [k+rn ] [ (r-k) +m ]

= 2r2-2(k2+m2-m2)-2((r-k)2+m2-m2)

[k2+m2

-2 ,

(r-k)2+m2

= 4 (8r2+32m2

k'

)

] [ (r-k)

-2 .
2
+ m

2

2
+m

2]

2r2+4m2

[k2+m][(r-k)2+m2]

So

(4.20)

= - \ (8r2+32m2) . (4.21)

Note we make extensive use of appendix A.

!
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v •> 1 (8(r2+m2)+24m2)(r2-4rn2-m':')Fig. 2 = ̂  =—Y1
e (r+iti)4

= ̂  ^8W1(2)+l6W1(3)-24W1(4)) = i| + i . (4.22)

-r (4r-k-4k )
,, 2 2,r, , ,2 2,, 2 2,4[k 4m j [ (r-k) -fm ] [r +m ]

= 4.W2(0,3,l)-4W2(0,4,l)-2W2(2,l,l)+2W2(4,l,l)

= _ 1| _ Ü . (4.23)

e e
\

The two diagrams add up to the same answer as in the

massless case (4.8), although the single poles of each

figure differ among each other.

5. DETERMINATION OF THE DOUBLE POLES OF THE YUKAWA COUPLING

CONSTANT AND FERMION MASS RENORMALIZATION

In ref. [6] 't Hooft derived a relation between the higher

order poles in terms of the poles one order lower and the

one loop poles. We quote his result (5.11). Let the counter

terms of the k coupling constant be of the form Ja (1/6) v.

Then

where the dimension of the k coupling constant, D , is

D k = a(k)-€-p(k) (5.2)
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and ak

v

As € in (5.2) is arbitrary it is easy to see that (5.1)

decouples into separate equations, one with only a in it and

another with only p:

(5.4)

Formula (5.4) is selfconsistent. (The naive idea that B-

functions of masses are purely multiplativeis only true in
4

special cases such asaJj theory, but not in general. Even
at the one-loop level, 3-functions can even contain ratios

of masses. See appendix B.)

Formula (5.5) can be simplified considerably. Consider

first the case of dimensionless coupling constants (c=o,p/o).

For any renormalizable theory p can be made equal to one half.

So pcan be removed from eq. (5.5). Now consider a only up to
k v

all leading order in 6. Then a only contain a string of
coupling constants of (2v+l) power. This means for the
leading terms

(2v+l)aK = I a , ij (5.6)
v ij v,3 R

or (5.5) converts into

(v+l)ak+1 = J ajj J aj . (5.7)

For the mass renormalization

p(mass) = o . (5.8)

So if k refers to a mass parameter then ay will be a string

of 2v coupling constants. So then the R.H.S. of eq. (5.5)

converts into once the R.H.S. of (5.6) if j stands for a
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coupling constant plus once again the R.H.S. of (5.6) if j

stands for a mass term (which must be there and remember

that p(j) = o ) . The L.H.S. of (5.5) becomes 2(v+l)a^, so

(5.6) and (5.7) are still valid for masses.

There is one snag however. As shown in appendix B there

are possible mass terms with a p unequal to zero. However,

after a detailed and lengthy analysis we have been able to

show that (5.7) remains valid for the cases where such a

mass term appears in (5.5).

So we see that for the two-loop double poles we only need

to know the one-loop infinities. These can be found by using

eq (2.32) from Chapter I [8]

32n2£AW(1)

W± Tr|M.Mi| .+ 4W± Tr|M.Mi| . (5.9)

Here and in the rest of the article the notation of ref.

[1], appendix C is used, where

The last term in (5.9) causes a difference in behaviour

of the Yukawa coupling constant versus the fermion mass

under renormalization.

Note that

1° the double poles of W will not directly depend on the

representation of the scalar field Ci.e. the matrices T

have been eliminated);

2° the scalar potential does not occur in (5.9).

As a consequence of the last observation we only need the

one-loop renormalization of the gauge coupling constant,

which is given by

gauge <*,<*,(- » c*+J #*>+± tf*>) . (5.1!)

Now everything is set to determine the two-loop counter
o

terms proportional to 1/6 . As an illustration let us
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4
compute the pure WU double poles. The only relevant part in

(5.9) is

^ 2 )
^ ) ) (5.12)

giving

a 2 = .

= (32n2eJ (l8-(W-U^l^+hc) + 36(Ö2WCJ2)) . (5.13)

A complete and straightforward ca lcu la t ion for the double
poles in W gives

double poles

+

w^WW-W. J + ^W^.V^W.W-hc

+

+

-

A(wAwJWj+hcj + 8H

8 TrJM^Mj-SJtWj)

STT^.L.L.-LJCW.)

;WWi)

+ 16 Tr M. •:

- 16 Trfl^-:

M.M. 'MltW.)
Ü J J

L.^-LJfW.)

i

+ 4 MM^M.ltaw.W+hcJ + 16 '.

+ 24 Tr|M. -M.] Tr|M.-M|(W.) + 4 TT[M.-Mlfw.W.
I i ] J L J J 1 L -̂ J \ -*- D

+ 16 TrfM.-MJfw.W.W.) + 4 8 [ M . - M J 2 + L . - ï b ^ l J W , )

24
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+ 3

fc a b
(-44) + Rab(2) + 0^(16) YwuVVhc) . (5.14)

(The double poles for the scalar potential in Ch. I were

checked in the same way.)

6. MINIMAL SUBTRACTION VERSUS DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION

Of course everyone is familiar with the two regularization

schemes used in practice, the original one first introduced

by 't Hooft and Veltman [3], minimal subtraction, and

the so-called regularization by dimensional reduction,

introduced by Siegel [4]. Whereas the first one was invented

to have a suitable way to renormalize gauge theories (it

guaranteed that all Ward identities were preserved, whereas

an ordinary cut-off would ruin them), the second scheme was

proposed somewhere after the birth of supersynunetries [9].

In supersymmetries the number of degrees of freedom of the

scalar particles must coincide with those of the fermions in

the lagrangian. And as minimal subtraction prescribes:

Perform all the momentum integrations and the y-matrix

algebra in 4-€ dimensions

it is obvious that minimal subtraction cannot pre-

serve supersymmetry when gauge particles (or particles with

higher spin of course) occur in the theory.

The prescription of dimensional reduction is:

Perform all Y-matrix algebra in four dimensions first (so

that the gauge particle has still exactly four components),

then perform the integrations in (4-€) dimensions.

We used these two ways of handling all the diagrams in order
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to get the results, which will be presented in sect. 8.

7. THE LAST HURDLE

There is one last minor problem to be discussed. In dia-

grams without outgoing fermions it is not always possible to

arrive at an integral of the desired form (appendix A).

1° three point function

M (7.1)

can occur in the numerator.

As any diagram of the form

(7.2)

must be proportional to 6 (7.1) gives for the minimal

subtraction scheme

n p*q = p-q (7.3)

and for dimensional reduction

5 4
V W v = V v "ÏT * P'S = ÏÏ P-«3 ' (7'4)

2° fermion wave renormalization

NCW Y ^ = VV6VV ' £ p-q = "^ p-q (7.5)

for both schemes.

Transformation (1.2) now can make all integrals of the

desired form.
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8. THE FINAL RESULTS

The t o t a l r enorma l i za t ion of W i s given by

+ ^ W ) (8.1)

where the superscripts (1), resp. (2) stand for one- and

two-loop renormalization of W,<t>,̂  and J.

"total double poles

h l (WjW-W.W.jWt-hcJ +

h3 (wiw.)

h 6

h ?

hg

^.W±+hc) + h 2 1 T2.(w.WjWfhc)

^± (W.W.W.) + h25(Wiw jWw.w.) + h 2 6

h27 VijkViJk« (V + ( V ^ - ' V ^ * 3 « ^ b X )

V) ( 2 2 J ) (8.2)
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Of course we made use of the two important identities,

coming from gauge invariance, in order to reduce the terms

as much as possible:

(8.3)

(8.4)

Table for the coefficients of (8.2) for both regularization

schemes.

Red

1
~ 4

- 2

- 4

- 6

- 4

- 3

- 8

-28

Kin

1
4

- 2

- 4

- 6

- 4

- 3

- 8

-20

h9

h10

hll

hl2

h13

hl4

h15

h16

Red

1
2

- 4

- 6

-14

9
2

- 8

- 3

59
3

Min

7
2

- 6

- 6

-10

11
" 2

0

- 3

97
3

h17

h18

h19

h20

h21

h22

h23

h24

Red

7
" 6

16
" 3

- 4

4

— 3

4

8

24

Min

11
~ 6

20
~ 3

-12

6

- 3

12

0

24

h25

h26

h27

h28

h29

h30

h31

h32

Red

4

- 4

1
6

19
" 6

5
6

4
3

16

-21

Min

4

- 4

1
6

49
~~2

1
2

4

12

-21

And as expected [11] the single poles differ for both regu-

larization schemes. A straightforward calculation yields that

the (5-function for g in the Yukawa coupling of super-

symmetric SO(4) Yang-Mills [12] vanishes when we use the

coefficients from the reduction scheme but not when we use

those of the regularization scheme. So dimensional reduction

seems the only candidate in preserving supersymmetry.
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9. A TOY MODEL

As a toy model we use the one already introduced in the
preceding chapter

£ = - K&» *V/ *(v)
-^[•^-iyf^tV (9.1)

where the gauge group is SU(2).

using (5.9) and (8.2) for both regularization schemes, we

got for the ̂-functions of the Yukawa coupling

(4n)
L- f-43y5

+92y3g2-5y3A - ^ yg4+f ^ (9.2)
n) 4 V J ö /

(-43y5
+92Y

3
g

2-5y3A - ^ y A f y A 2 ) . (9.3)

As the 3-functions for the two other coupling constants are

also known for both regularization schemes [1], we tried to

find a finite transformation for the three coupling

constants

( 9 ' 4 )

to transform the three B-functions in one regularization

scheme simultaneously into the (3-function of the other

scheme. We proved that already for such a relatively simple

theory as (9.1) this transformation does not exist. A good

regularization scheme is required to be equivalent to

others (such as minimal subtraction or Pauli-Villars)

via a substitution in £ at lower orders. This clash will be

discussed in the following chapters.
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10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Using a massive calculation method we computed the two-

loop infinities in the Yukawa sector for a completely qener-

al renormalizable field theory. This was done with two

different reaularization schemes, minimal subtraction

[3] and dimensional reduction [4] and as expected the two

results for the single poles differ. The final result (8.2)

yields immediately the 0-function of the Yukawa coupling

constant as it is proportional to the residues of the

single poles in (8.2). For the 3-function of the mass of the

fernion some more work has to be done because it is

inevitable that infinite constant shifts have to be carried

out in the scalar field in order to get rid of infi-

nite lir.fiar terms in the counter lagrangian (appendix B) .

Furthermore we showed that in general it is not possible to

transform all 3-functions in a theory, computed in both

reoularization schemes, into each other simultaneously by a

finite redefinition of the coupling constants involved. We

therefore conclude that dimensional reduction in its way

proposed by Siegel [4] is inconsistent.

APPENDIX A. IDENTITIES AND INTEGRALS USED

Denoting W_(ot,BfY) (which is of course completely sym-

metric in its indices) and W.(a) by

f
= i

W. (a) = f 32"\ d o A.2)
J r 2 2l

the only needed identities and integrals are the following.

Identities:
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W2(-2,a,0) =W1(a-2)W1(&) + W1

+ ( 2 + 6 / 4 ) ^ (cOWjfB) + (3+€/4)-^W1(a-l)W1(3-l)

(A.3)

Wo(-l,a,&) = W. (a)W, (p-1) + W. (a-l)W, (p) - W. (a)W, (3) . (A.4)
e. i l I X 1 1

W2(o,ot,0) =W1(a)-W1(&) (A.5)

Intecrrals:

W2(2,l,l) = 8/e2 + 4/e (A.6)

W2(3,l,l) = 4/6 (A.7)

W2(4,l,l) = 4/3e (A.8)

W2 (5,1,1) = 2/36 (A.9)

WjCO) = 0 (A.10)

Wj l̂) = - 4 / e - 2 (A.ll)

WJJ2) = 4/6 (A.12)

Wx(3) = 1 (A.13)

Wx(4) = 1/3 (A.14)

W,{5) = 1/6 (A.15)
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APPENDIX B. EXAMPLE OF A THEORY WHERE THE MASS RENORMALI-

ZATION IS NOT PURELY MULTIPLICATIVE

Consider the following lagrangian

£ = - ijO^)2 -h^^ -My^hm)* -fcM2*2 -| *3 -^j- *4 . (B.I)

Observe we added a $ term, needed for renormalizability, as

will be shown in the following. Moreover the K in front of

this term, which is a mass, but has a p unequal to zero

{p=h).

According to chapter I

32TT2£AV = fe *2 +K<)>+M2) + 4 ^ | $ 4 + f

4 + o /

= constant + #f 2K*T-16ym -KXM J

0(*4) . (B.2)

(Note a term proportional to $ is present, so K was needed

in the original lagrangian.)

We added a infinite shift in *

$ -» * + q
?- • $ (B.3)

32n e

in order to get rid of the linear term in AV, which we

obviously do not want.

Now a is fixed under this condition,

a = - 2 K + 16 2^ . (B.4)

vr
After t h i s sh i f t the quadrat ic term in <\> becomes

2 3
3 (M2) « a, = AM2 -24y2m2 + 4y2M2 + 8yK 2^ (B.5)1 ' vr
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\ XK -16y3 (B.6)

And the poi<5s in one-loop for the fermion can be

determined from eq. (5.9)

so

32n2€W = 6y2f (y+a)+mj + 4y3<j>

P (m) « am = 6y2m - 2<y + 16y2 5 ^
1 NT

(B.7)

(B.8)

Note that dimensionless coupling constants can never get
2 2factors of m./m- in their 3-functions as they can never be

affected by a translation of a scalar field.

For gauge theories nothing really changes, as long as

there is a scalar field that does not couple to any vector

field. Take the only realistic theory we have so far, the

standard model [13], there indeed we have such a particle,

the Higgs field. But as one can see from (B.8) the effects

will be extremely slight (m « M ) .

One might expect that the fact that now ratios of masses

occur, seems to undermine our "massive calculation scheme",

described in sect. 4. However p-functions are determined

after an infinite shift in the scalar field, whereas the

infinities are computed before them.
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CHAPTER III

BREAKDOWN OF UNITARITY IN THE
DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION SCHEME

ABSTRACT

B-functions of any field theory using different regular-

ization schemes should obey the physical rule that they can

be transformed into each other by a finite transformation of

the renormalized coupling constants in the theory. The di-

mensional reduction scheme does not obey this rule. The

cause is that inacceptable counterterms had to be used where

overlapping divergencies occur, so that unitarity is vio-

lated. Supersymmetry (or at least the N = 2 and N = 4 super-

symmetric gauge theories and all supersymmetric theories not

containing a vector field) turns out to be insensitive to

this discrepancy, because the so-called "6-scalar" renormal-

izes the same way as the scalar, fermion and vector fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider a field theory with coupling constants A..

We take X. such that they have the dimensions of either a

scalar field or a gauge coupling constant squared, so that

the conventional perturbation expansion is in single

powers of A..

'xhe conventional dimensional regularization scheme [1] re-

spects unitarity and local gauge invariance but not super-

symmetry. We denote this scheme by "minimal subtraction".

(Strictly speaking a distinction should be made on whether
—4 —none takes a factor (2IT) or (2TT) in n dimensions, and

whether or not Euler's constant is added in

the one-loop expressions. The decision taken here is \

not of relevance to our further discussion.) The number of

dimensions is

n = 4-£

and the bare parameters of the theory are

,B = xR + i A(l) x 1 A ( 2 ) _ f (11)

where A? and A *i are taken to be finite for all €. At

increasing j the A •* A. are of increasing order in A. . Since
(i) R

A A are again functions of A we prefer to write this as

A = A + A ( x R ) +

with

(1.3)

Often we will write

A ~ 3 A / 3 X stc {1 4 ̂
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By considering the behaviour of the system under space-

time scaling two important theorems were derived in ref. [2].

Let y be the mass scale of external fields and/or momenta.

The B functions are defined by

Theorem 1:

The B functions can be expressed in terms of A A., as

follows:

where A.... are the k-loop contributions to A ^ A. (the

k-th term in (1.3)).

Theorem 2:

The higher order poles in € can be expressed in the first

order poles: e.g.

2Bi(2) = \(1)

P
These theorems are derived for the case that A. and A....

are essentially independent of e. If A. is chosen to vary

slightly with €, then A.,., must vary accordingly since they
_ 11JW

are functions of A .

Clearly, minimal subtraction gives just one choice for the

finite parts of the infinite counter terms. Other

subtraction schemes may correspond to redefining the

renormalized coupling constants. Their p functions in gener-

al differ from the previous ones starting at the two-loop

level. Let us define

A* = A^ + 6A^ , (1.8)

R -+2
where 6 A. are of order A :
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6\R = a X \ + (19)

The coefficients a depend on the scheme used. If we define

df *i = ̂ ±(^ ' (1'l0)

then we find, substituting (1.5),

Theorem Z:

+ higher orders . (l.ll)

In this paper we will be mainly concerned with the lowest

r.on-trivial order, so, with theorem 1, we have:

3ÓA? 3A.

fAk

2. DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION

Just like the minimal subtraction scheme, the dimensional

reduction scheme prescribes a computation of amplitudes at

n = 4 -€ dimensions. However the various polarizations of

the particles must be as in 4 dimensions in order to

preserve supersymmetry. The following prescription [3] now

appears to preserve supersymmetric relations, as was

verified by explicit calculations [4].

1) Consider the spinor and Lorentz indices of an amplitude

(with loops) to be computed. Take those to be 4-dimensional

and do all the algebra, until only external indices occur

and inner products of momenta to be integrated over.

2) Express these inner products in a Lorentz-invariant way,
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such that now extension towards n = 4 - € dimensions is

possible.

3) Do the momentum integration(s) in n dimensions. In

general one then encounters poles in €.

4) Subtract these poles minimally, as in the minimal

subtraction scheme.

5) Subtract the poles for the divergent subgraphs.

Careful consideration of what this means in practice

reveals that, except for step 5 ) , the difference with

minimal subtraction can be expressed in terms of contri-

butions due to the so-called e-scalars. The vector field

index u is allowed to point into the E-dimensional space

orthogonal to the n-dimensional space of the integration

parameters p . These couple via corresponding y matrices

with the fermions.

Because of these properties the field components A with

p in the e direction are called "e-scalars". The Feynman

rules for the e-scalars are just like those for ordinary

scalars except that the multiplicity E of these scalars is

put equal to €.

The €-scalars only give some contribution to the ampli-

tudes where the factor € is balanced by a pole term of the

form 1/6. A finite piece is expected that depends polynomi-

ally on the external momenta and therefore can be seen as a

redefinition of the form (1.8). In the unitarity relation

SS+ = I

the effect of the e-scalars is expected to vanish pro-

portionally with £ and therefore one expects unitarity to be

respected.

Clearly, this argument is valid only if the interactions

of the e-scalars with the other fields and each other are

kept finite even at higher orders. This implies that one
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must carefully choose also those counterterms that balance

the infinities of the interactions of these unphysical

particles. We now claim that that criterion is not met in

the conventional procedure, where the 6-scalar interactions

are given counterterms as if they were not scalars but

components of vector particles A .

Such an "error" is not easy to cure by simply replacing

the wrong counterterms by the correct ones, as we will argue

further in sect. 5.

3. COMPARING THE DIFFERENT SCHEMES

For the sake of clarity we now consider four "different"

models, all starting with the same gauge theory Lagrangian

£ (~\) . The finite, renormalized coupling constants are all

defined differently, so we call them "A (k), k = 1,...,4.

Mcdel 1:

In this model, all A^l) are defined using conventional

minimal subtraction. The Lagrangian is written as £(?(1)).

Model 2:

In this model, the Lagrangian is

tj (3.1)

where £. is the Lagrangian of the e-scalars. <fr is the €-

scalar. However, its multiplicity is defined to be some

number E, being unrelated to €. We then define T(2) and X_

by ordinary minimal subtraction. Since the E-scalars always

have finite couplings, given by 7 , model 2 is equal to

model 1 in the limit E -» o.

We choose jL = X(2) + 0 U 2 ) .
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Model 5:

The Lagrangian in this model is just as (3.1). However now

we choose

E = £ , (3.2)

and subsequently choose the renormalized couplings t{3) to

be €-independent. Subtraction of the poles in £ are done as

in eq. (1.1). The result is

7(3) + t{2) (3.3)

because of the extra € dependence from (3.2).

Model 4:

This is the "theory" obtained by the dimensional reduction

prescription. It differs from Model 3, as we will show, for

the t-scalars as if they were vectors. The difference will

further be discussed in sect. 5.

The bare coupling constant in Model 1 is

X? = XR(1) +±AJ1)(AR(1)) + ̂ -B.(1) (AR(1)) ... (3.4)
1 1 £ 1 ^i 1

and in Model 2 up to the relevant orders

(3.5)

= AR(2)+i (A|2) (AR(2)) + EA|2E) (XR(2))

1 L(2) ,.F., <2E), R.)
—T; B. (X ) + EB. (X ) + ...-.
e^ I 1 1 )

The coefficients of A. (A) will coincide with those of
(2)A^ (X) since the E dependence is denoted explicitly.

In Model 3 we rewrite this as

X? = XR(3) + -1 jyj3) (XR(3)) + ̂  Bi
l i l ^ l

with E = 6. (3.7)
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Up to the relvant orders (one-loop correction terras to X

of order € or E are not relevant for our problem but in

the general case one should be careful whether or not such

terms may be ignored) this means

AR<3) = XR(2) + A*2135 , (3.8)

A| 3 ) (XR<3)) = A^1} (AR(2)) + B| 2 E ) (XR) , (3.9)

B»> = BJ » . (3.10)

In the limit E -> o we have the relation

XR(3) = XR(l) + A^2E)(A) (3.11)

which is a relation of the form (1.8) considered in sect. 1.

Eq. (3.11) should be the relation between the normalized

coupling constants of the minimal subtraction and the di-

mensional reduction scheme.

Let us check whether the other relations obey the

theorems of sect. 1. Substituting (3.8) into (3.9) gives

A] 3 ) (*R) + A £ ] 4 2 E ) = * { 1 } <AR) + B» E ) • (3.12)

(2E)Now B) follows from our theorem 2 of section 1:

Therefore

(XR) = ̂ (XR) + h(-4
2E)*™ * ̂ 2 ) A £ E > ) . (3.14)

The difference is a two-loop term. Therefore, with Theorem 1:

(3.15)

This indeed agrees with eq. (1.11) and (3.8). Theorem 3

applies with
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6XR = A^E . (3.16)

4. THE PARAMETER SHIFT

Our problem now is the last term in eqs. (3.14) and (3.15).

The two-loop 6 functions were computed directly using di-

mensional reduction in a toy model, but the result was not

in accordance with these equations.

The index i in (3.14), (3.15) refers to a physical
(2)coupling constant. The coefficients A;. vanish unless k is

also a physical coupling constant (a physical coupling

constant refers to a coupling among physical particles, not

e-scalars). This is because A^. is the E-independent part

of the coefficients. But the index k in the last term also

refers to the new coupling constants A_, in eq. (3.1). Indeed
(2E)this is the dominant contribution in A;, .

(2) 1

So we need the A.; for unphysical k values. The shift

(3.16) is formally correct, but the term A. depends

critically on the unphysical coupling constants A_. This

would have been relatively harmless if -\_ had the same one-
-» (2)

loop 6 functions as \, but this is not the case: A'

changes when k is replaced by this unphysical value.

A/ refers to one-loop counterterms. The fact that the

one-loop counterterms for the 6-scalars and those for the

vector fields A do not coincide may not be obvious. After

all, the e-scalars are just those components of A which

point in the €-direction. Are they not related by Lorentz-

invariance?

In Fig. 1 two diagrams are compared. One might suspect that

they are equal by Lorentz-invariance but that is not the

case. Consider the diagrams where the internal lines are

vector or scalar lines. Then A may couple to an internal

momentum p that is integrated over. But the e-scalar can

only couple to p £ which is put equal to zero. This is most

easily seen when one realizes that steps 1-3 of the di-
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e-scalar

Fig. I

mensional reduction scheme displayed in sect. 2 correspond

to the replacement

d4p

rather than

dpfi(p) (4.1)

(4.2)

as is the minimal subtraction scheme.

Indeed, for scalar and vector particles inside the leap, the

second diagram of Fig. 1 vanishes, whereas the first does

not.

The conclusion of this section is that if we wish to com-

pare our model with Model 1 supplemented by a shift of its

parameters X, described by eq. (3.16) where the index i only

refers to physical coupling constants, then eq. (3.14) does

not imply (3.16). Instead, one would get (3.16) only if

(3.14) were replaced by

(4.3)

(2)where Ajl is the set of counterterms for the physical

coupling constants only: the replacement of an index k by k

is defined by substituting all unphysical values (those

corresponding to the coupling constants A. ) by the
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associated physical values (corresponding to the coupling

constants A.).

5. MODEL 4. A DISCREPANCY

We now ask which of the equations {3.14) and (4.3) is

reproduced by the dimensional reduction recipe. The answer

is neither, which we now explain.

Clearly the correction terms in (3.14) or (4.3) are due to

the presence of a loop of e-scalars in a two-loop diagram.

So the whole diagram has a factor E in the numerator. Since

we are looking at the l/€ pole for the case E = £, we really

are only interested in the double pole contribution. In a

Feynman diagram double poles come about as follows.

Consider a diagram with an overlapping divergent subgraph.

The subgraph typically behaves as

times a canonical factor, where k is a typical external

momentum. Inserted in a two-loop integral this becomes one

of the type

f d^k /Vf. l\

which gives a double pole singularity

i -4 • (5.3)

The first term of these stftms from the two-loop integral,

the second from the counterterm of the one-loop subgraph.

The latter is twice as large (and of opposite sign) as the

former. So the cancellation goes exactly half-way. This is

the same of all two-loop double pole expressions.

We now observe that in the dimensional reduction scheme
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the choice of the one-loop counterterm is dictated by

Lorentz-invariance: it has the form of a diagram insertion,

as in the unperturbed classical theory. Now it has a factor

two compared with (4.3). The reduction scheme therefore

produces

A<4>(AR) =

(5.4)

The factor 2 compared to (4.3) follows from (5.3): the
(2) (2)

complete integral yields -ïAjl , the counterterm +A' , with

a relative factor -2 as in (5.3).

The deviation from (4.3) is obvious. Equation (3.6)

apparently will not produce the correct shift.

This rather odd-looking factor 2 discrepancy when

overlapping divergences occur was indeed found to be the

source of the mismatch in the numerical calculations of ref.

[41. The term A } A* is the coefficient of the surviving

infinity in the~couplings of the 6-scalar, causing unitarity

to be violated (see sect. 2 ) .

6. A TOY MODEL

To give an example to show that the factor of 2 is genuine

we use the toy model which was introduced in [4], (Here the

B-functions could not be transformed into each other.)

(6.1)

Here x e stands for the e-scalar, p. are the unphysical
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parameters (which become equal to g, the gauge coupling, at

the end). Furthermore barred coupling constants have di-
2

mension h, unbarred coupling constants have dimension h ,

and g = g ; y = y , etc.

The 3-functions are not hard to compute at the one-loop

level:

B(X) = (4TT)~2 (llA2-24gA+24g2+16yA-32y2)

B(y) = <4n)~2 (l6y2-24yg) (6.2)

e(g) = (4TT)" 2

The two-loop differences for the B-functions for the two

different schemes give [4]

- ̂f g3)

(6.3)

The last one is a general property of all models. Using the

notation of the preceding chapters we only need the

following ingredients:

A(2E)(X) = (4n)~2

A(2E>(y) = o

A(2) (Pl) = (4TT)~2

(6.4)

It turns out that the only A coefficient needed is

A 1 ( P . ) , in the limit that all unphysical parameters equal

g. Using (5.4) this leads to
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4 [o-(-24.§ g2y)+2.o]

= (4TI)"4 (l6yg2)

3 r ed U ) "

- 8g2f22X-24fj+l6y) - (-24X+48gY| g 2)!

+ 2[l6g(- ^ g2) - 16g(4gX-8gy-2g2)]}

[g3(- 256 (6.5)

Of course the gauge coupling renormalization is unaffected.

Note the necessity of the unitarity breaking factor of 2

in (5.4) to get eq. (6.5) in accordance with the numerical

results in eq. (6.3).

Another model we checked was scalar QED. The results

fitted. But as this theory has only one coupling besides the

gauge coupling (the self interaction of the scalar field),

it is possible to see that up to two loops, there exists a

transformation among the coupling constants that would

reproduce the B-function computed by dimensional reduction

from the correctly computed B-function. Therefore, this model

would be less suitable to demonstrate that dimensional

reduction gives wrong results in non-supersymmetric theories.
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7. DISCUSSIONS

It has been shown that for ordinary gauge theories the

regularization scheme by dimensional reduction, proposed by

W. Siegel [3] breaks unitarity already at the two-loop level,

The only way out is that the 6-scalar renormalizes exactly

the same way as the vector field in the theory.

In agreement with findings of other authors [5] we find

A/ = Aji ' for all supersymmetric models that we checked,

such as N = 2 and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theories.
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SAMENVATTING

Het toenemende succes waarmee huidige veldentheorieën de

botsingsprocessen tussen elementaire deeltjes beschrijven

vergt een ook steeds grotere nauwkeurigheid van de bereke-

ningen volgens de wetten van deze theorieën. Dit teneinde

deze op meer details te kunnen toetsen aan het experiment.

De veldentheoretische beschrijving van deze deeltjes is

niet uniek: Er zijn een groot aantal mogelijke theorieën en

een.aantal daarin voorkomende parameters - natuurconstanten

- zouden zonder innerlijke tegenstrijdigheden andere waarden

kunnen hebben dan die welke door het experiment gegeven zijn.

Afhankelijk van het type veldentheorie kan men voor de be-

rekeningen verschillende benaderingswijzen kiezen. In dit

proefschrift wordt beperkt tot theorieën die aan de volgende

voorwaarden voldoen:

Ten eerste moeten de theorieën deeltjes beschrijven die

slechts zwak met elkaar wisselwerken. Dat wil zeggen dat ze

eikaars aanwezigheid, in een botsings-experiment, nauwelijks

voelen. Dit betekent dat de koppelingsconstanten, waarover

dit proefschrift handelt, klein moeten zijn. Dit is de voor-

waarde waaraan voldaan moet zijn teneinde storingsrekening

te kunnen doen.

De grootte van de effecten kan berekend worden door een

botsingsproces onder te verdelen in deelprocessen, waarin de

loop van de betrokken deeltjes diagrammatisch kan worden

weergegeven, de zogenaamde Feynmandiagrammen. Doordat deel-

tjes gecreëerd en geannihileerd kunnen worden, kunnen deze

Feynmandiagrammen gesloten lussen bevatten. In praktijk cor-

respondeert iedere gesloten lus met een vier-dimensionale

integraal waarvan de berekening meestal dusdanig ingewikkeld

wordt dat de effecten van diagrammen met meer dan een klein

aantal lussen niet exact uitgerekend kunnen worden.

In storingstheoretische benadering komt de belangrijkste

bijdrage van het deelproces zonder lus, daarna het deelpro-

ces waarbij ëën lus betrokken is, de volgende belangrijkste

bijdrage komt van het proces met twee lussen, enzovoorts.

Dit proefschrift handelt over alle diagrammen met maximaal
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twee lussen.

Een tweede voorwaarde in dit proefschrift is dat de theo-

rieën venovmaliseevbaar zijn. Zodra er een lus voorkomt zijn

de Feynmandiagrammen in het algemeen oneindig (of beter ge-

zegd, niet goed gedefinieerd). Een renormaliseerbare theorie

moet aan twee voorwaarden voldoen:

1. Het aantal koppelingsconstanten moet eindig zijn.

2. Het moet mogelijk zijn alle oneindigheden die de Feynman-

diagrammen opleveren te absorberen in een herdefinitie

van de oorspronkelijke koppelingsconstanten, die dus in

principe zelf oneindig zijn. Men noemt deze dan de "naak-

te" koppelingsconstanten.

Om deze oneindigheden te berekenen in termen van de naakte

koppelingsconstanten zijn twee manieren gebruikt. Beide zijn

equivalent op één punt na; beide voeren alle integralen uit

in iets minder dan de werkelijke vier dimensies (drie ruim-

telijke en de vierde is de tijd) zodat alle integralen goed

gedefinieerd zijn. Het enige verschil in de twee methodes is

dat de ene (het "minimale subtractie" schema) alle bereke-

ningen in iets minder dan vier dimensies uitvoert, de andere

(het "dimensionale reductie" schema) de zogenaamde ijkvelden

(vectorvelden met vier componenten) ook echt vier-dimensio-

naal houdt. Het bleek dat de tweede methode de fysische wet

van behoud van waarschijnlijkheid schendt. Er bestaat name-

lijk een eindige kans (die positief of negatief kan zijn)

dat een fysisch onacceptabel "epsilon-deeltje" geproduceerd

wordt. Eén uitzondering moet hierop gemaakt worden; de zo-

genaamde supersymmetrische theorieën. Deze hebben meestal

maar éën koppelingsconstante en op miraculeuze wijze schen-

den zij deze waarschijniijkheidswet niet.

In dit proefschrift worden nu de eerste correcties uitge-

rekend voor de renormalisatiegroep-vergelijkingen in een al-

gemene theorie die aan bovengenoemde eigenschappen voldoet.

Deze vergelijkingen houden het volgende in: Laat er gegeven

zijn een theorie met een zeker aantal koppelingsconstanten.

Stel dat er metingen worden verricht in een energie-gebied

vergeleken waarbij de massa's van de betrokken deeltjes ver-

waarloosbaar klein zijn. De metingen wijzen op bepaalde
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waarden van de koppelingsconstanten. Herhaalt men dezelfde

metingen nu in een ander energie-gebied (de massa's van de

betrokken deeltjes moeten wederom verwaarloosbaar klein

zijn) dan vindt men enigszins gewijzigde waarden voor de

koppelingsconstanten. Dit is het gevolg van de oneindigheden

in diagrammen met een gesloten lus. Diagrammen met twee ge-

sloten lussen geven een extra correctie op dit verschijnsel.

De algemene vorm van deze correctie is uitgewerkt in dit

proefschrift.

We geven enige voorbeelden van theorieën waarvoor dit re-

sultaat bruikbaar zou kunnen zijn:

1. Quantum-Electro-Dynamica (Q.E.D.).

Deze theorie beschrijft de wisselwerking tussen het electron

en het foton. Het foton is het meest bekende elementaire

deeltje; het zorgt voor licht. Deze theorie echter be-

schrijft niet alle waargenomen deeltjes. De materie bestaat

uit moleculen, die verder weer opgebouwd zijn uit atomen.

Deze atomen zijn opgebouwd uit meer (en zwaardere) deeltjes,

zoals het proton en het neutron. Het proton heeft een lading

precies tegengesteld aan het electron en het neutron heeft

geen lading (dat wil zeggen dat het geen wisselwerking met

het foton heeft).

2. De theorie van de zwakke wisselwerkingen.

Sinds het bekend worden uit experimenten dat het neutron

(het ongeladen deeltje) niet stabiel is (het kan vervallen

in het proton, electron en het neutrino, een massaloos en

ook ongeladen deeltje, zijn vele theorieën opgesteld die dit

konden verklaren. De eerste theorieën die dit trachtten wa-

ren niet renormaliseerbaar, zoals hierboven gedefinieerd is.

De nu meest aanvaarde theorie is die van Weinberg, nu in de

literatuur bekend als het "standaard model". Het bevat naast

het foton nog drie andere vector-deeltjes, een ongeladen en

twee met tegengestelde ladingen. Van deze theorie met haar

specifieke combinatie van vector-deeltjes kan bewezen worden

dat ze renormaliseerbaar is. Alle koppelingsconstanten in

deze theorie zijn klein (in de orde van éênhonderdste). Deze

theorie leent zich dus uitstekend voor de renormalisatie-

groep-vergelijkingen omdat de theorie renormaliseerbaar is
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en alle koppelingsconstanten klein zijn.

3. De theorie van de sterke wisselwerkingen, Quantum-Chromo-

Dynamica (Q.C.D.).

Het proton en het neutron blijken niet echt elementair. Ze

zijn opgebouwd uit zogenaamde quarks, die door de sterke

wisselwerking met elkaar, aan elkaar gebonden worden. Hoewel

de wisselwerking hier niet zwak is kunnen, dankzij het feno-

meen "asymptotische vrijheid" de renormalisatiegroep-verge-

lijkingen van toepassing zijn. Asymptotische vrijheid bete-

kent dat wanneer deeltjes, zoals het proton en het neutron,

steeds harder op elkaar geschoten worden, de effectieve kop-

pelingsconstanten van de quarks onderling steeds kleiner

worden.

4. Unificerende theorieën.

Voorgaande theorieën lijken totaal los van elkaar te staan

en er zijn diverse pogingen gedaan te unificeren, samen te

brengen. (De simpelste en elegantste is die van Georgi en

Glashow.) Dit soort theorieën heeft als voordeel dat ze nog

meer voorspellingen kunnen doen dan theorieën als het stan-

daard model. Zij voorspellen bijvoorbeeld dat het proton ook

niet stabiel kan zijn. Door middel van de renormalisatie-

groep-vergelijkingen kunnen ook daadwerkelijk schattingen

gemaakt worden voor de vervaltijd van het proton. Ook hier

kunnen we verwachten, dat het meenemen van hogere ordes in

de storingsrekening, tot nauwkeurige voorspellingen zal lei-

den.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

The two-loop renormalination of general quanttm field theories

1. Een spontaan gebroken ijktheorie heeft een continue limiet voor de

vacuüsrverwachtingswaarde van het Higgs-deeltje naar nul, omdat een

detector geen onderscheid kan maken tussen longitudinaal gepolari-

seerde vectordeeltjes en (geladen) Higgs-deeltjes.

P. o. Baal en R. v. Dame, Massless limit of spontaneously broken

Ïang-Milla theories, Utrecht report, september 1982.

2. Wanneer nen, voor een éénjarige plantensoort, het voortbestaan van

hermafrodieten en Mannelijke stericlen wil verklaren, in het geval

dat de sMnnelijke fertiliteit door kerngenen bepaald wordt, moet men

•annelijke sterielen een nakomlingsproductit geven lie tenainttc

twee keer groter is dan die van hensafrodieten. Dit is onafhankelijk

van welke genotypen mannelijk steriel cijn.

3. De aanname van Workman en Pixman dat, ook voor niet sferisch-s;

trische deeltjes, de compressibiliteitsrelatie gegeven wordt doof

f -.-jdjc(j)

waarin j de vrijheidsgraden van het deeltje en c de Ornstein-Zernike

directe correlatiefunctie rijn, is onjuist.

2*. ff. Vorkman en M. Fixman, J. Chem. Phys. 68 (1973) 5024.

4. Indien men veldentheorieën met chirale koppelingen wil regulariseren

met dimensionele regularisatie kan men een schema gebruiken waarin y.

anticomauteert met alle andere Dirac Y-swtrices. Teneinde dubbelzin-

nigheden te vermijden verdient dit de voorkeur boven de methode van

't Hooft en Veltman.

G. 't Hooft en M. Veltman, Nucl. Phys. B44 (1972) 189.

5. Het aantal pure twee-loop integralen dat Ichinose en Omote tenminste

nodig blijken te hebben (setendertig) om de complete counter lagran-

giaan tot in tweede orde te berekenen, staat in geen verhouding Pot

het werkelijk benodigd aantal (vier).

5. Ichinose en H. Omote, Kuel. Phys. B203 (1982) 221.

Hoofdstukken I en II uan dit proefschrift.



6. Dimensionele regularinatie door middel van dinemionele reductie

breekt de N"2 supersymmetrische theorie al in derde orde. Dit kan

worden geverifieerd door het berekenen van een kleine set van één

type Feynaan diagram.

7. Het Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorema kan worden uitgebreid naar

parabolisch vaste punten.

V.I, Arnold, Ruaeian Math. Surv. 18 (1963) 9.

8. Voor Re a > - I en Re 0 > o geldt de relatie

__•
r(o+2)

o

9. Laat A, B en C elementen uit een lie-algebra zijn. Definieer de

operator ad A(B) • [A,B]. Dan geldt

•1

't-o
I

l-exp(-«dA7
tA.C] .
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